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Protected Area Management Planning Process Framework for uKhahlamba
Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site
Overview
The Management Planning process used for the Park has two Integrated Planning components and two Operational Planning components, each
with a five-year timeframe that is reviewed annually.
They are:

Integrated Planning Components
1.

An Integrated Management Plan (IMP) is the primary overarching protected area planning document that describes the administrative and
legal framework, contextual background, public participation processes followed, vision / mission statements, priortised management
objectives, zonation as well as a management policy framework and guidelines. The IMP forms the framework within which all the other
planning components are developed.

2.

Within the framework of the IMP, a Concept Development Plan (CDP) provides a strategic guideline for the development and maintenance
of conservation management infrastructure and visitor facilities / activities within the constraints of the receiving environment.

Operational plans, programmes and procedures that support the IMP and CDP are either in place or will be compiled where these do not exist.

Authorisation of IMP and CDP
These plans are authorised by the National Minister for the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism and operationalised through the
following two operational planning components.

Operational Planning Components
1.

The IMP and CDP will be implemented through the Annual Plan of Operation (APO) See IMP Section 8.

2.

With five-year expenditure estimates drawn from the APO a Financial Plan will be developed for the Park. The Financial plan is primarily
aimed at describing the manner in which the IMP and CDP are to be financially resourced. It may address issues of operational efficiency and
the optimisation of income generation opportunities in order to bridge any possible shortfalls between required operational expenditure and
committed provincial government budget allocations.

Authorisation of Financial Plan
Cost requirements for both the IMP and the CDP will be captured in a Financial Plan and will be submitted for approval with the IMP and CDP and
will consist of the annual and the projected five year budget requirements based on the committed five-year provincial budget allocations for the
Park and other expected financial income.

Legal
This management planning process has been implemented cognizant of the requirements of SA environmental legislation and in particular the
World Heritage Convention Act No. 49 of 1999 and the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act No. 57 of 2003 as well as the
World Bank Project Appraisal Document criteria for protected area management plans within the Maloti Drakensberg Transfrontier Programme
(MDTP) bioregion.

Public Participation


The Park Mission and Objectives contained in the IMP were derived at a Stakeholders’ Workshop, the proceedings of which were advertised
for public comment.



The IMP and CDP will have been advertised for public comment before being authorised.



The APO and the Financial Plan will form the basis for regular progress reporting to the Park’s Local Board and the Park Authority.

Figure 1 represents the Protected Area Management Planning process accommodating both five-year and annual planning and review cycles. The
essential active adaptive nature of the process enables the continual improvement of the management of the Park.
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Definitions
Authority:
Means the management authority for uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site established by Government [in the
process of promulgation] as defined and required by World Heritage Convention Act No. 49 of 1999. The KwaZulu-Natal Nature
Conservation Board established in terms of Act 9 of 1997 has been appointed as the Authority.
Biodiversity / Biological Diversity:
Means the variability among living organisms from all sources including, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the
ecological complexes of which they are part and also includes diversity within species, between species, and of ecosystems (as per
the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act No. 10 of 2004).
Board:
Means the KwaZulu-Natal Nature Conservation Board as defined by the KwaZulu-Natal Nature Conservation Management Act No.
9 of 1997.
Cultural Heritage:
As defined in Article 1 of the World Heritage Convention Act No. 49 of 1999: Cultural heritage is considered as “monuments,
architectural works, works of monumental sculpture and painting, elements or structures of an archaeological nature,
inscriptions, cave dwellings and combinations of features, which are of outstanding universal value form the point of view of
history, art or science, groups of buildings, groups of separate or connected buildings which, because of their architecture, their
homogeneity or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of history, art or science,
sites, works of man or the combined works of nature and man, and areas including archaeological sites which are of outstanding
universal value from the historical, aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological point of view.” For the purpose of this IMP features
of living heritage such as mountains, pools, rivers, boulders, etc. as well as palaeontological features is also included under this
definition.(Ref: Frans Prins of MDTP; 26/10/04).
Eco-cultural Tourism (ecotourism):
Means nature-based tourism where people travel to natural areas to learn about the way of life and cultural history of people, the
natural history of the environment, while taking care not to change the environment and contributing to the economic welfare of
the local people (MDTP - adapted from a definition of ecotourism by Hecto Ceballos Lascurain).
Local Board:
Means a protected area board established in terms of section 25 (chapter 5) of the KwaZulu-Natal Nature Conservation
Management Act No. 9 of 1997.
Maloti Drakensberg Transfrontier Programme (MDTP):
Means the collaborative initiative between South Africa and the Kingdom of Lesotho to protect the exceptional biodiversity of the
Drakensberg and Maloti mountains through conservation, sustainable resource use, and land-use and development planning.
uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site is the largest core protected area within the MDTP bioregion.
Management:
In relation to a protected area, includes control, protection, conservation, maintenance and rehabilitation of the protected area
with due regard to the use and extraction of biological resources, community based practices and benefit sharing activities in the
area in a manner consistent with the Biodiversity Act (as per the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act No.
57 of 2003).
Management Unit:
Means the specific geographic area / sector of the Park for which a manager has been appointed that is responsible for
conservation management in that area / sector – normally each management unit will be provided with its own budget and
associated management infrastructure. The boundaries of these areas do not necessarily follow original protected area
boundaries.
Minister:
Means the National Minister of the Department of Environmental Affairs.
Nature Conservation:
Means the conservation of naturally occurring ecological systems, the sustainable utilisation of indigenous plants and animals
therein, and the promotion and maintenance of biological diversity (as per the KwaZulu-Natal Nature Conservation Management
Act No. 9 of 1997).
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Natural Heritage:
As defined in Article 2 of the World Heritage Convention Act No. 49 of 1999: “natural heritage” is considered as consisting of
physical and biological formations or groups of such formations, which are of outstanding universal value from the aesthetic or
scientific point of view, geological and physiographical formations and precisely delineated areas which constitute the habitat of
threatened species of animals and plants of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science or conservation, natural
sites or precisely delineated natural areas of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science, conservation or natural
beauty.
Park:
Means uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site (UDP WHS) as listed under the World Heritage Convention.
Partnership/s:
Means a co-operative and/or collaborative arrangement/s between Park management/Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife
(Ezemvelo) and a third party that supports the achievement of Park objectives.
Protected Area:




Means any area declared or proclaimed as such in terms of section 3 or listed in the Second Schedule to the KwaZuluNatal Nature Conservation Management Act No. 9 of 1997; or
Means any of the protected areas referred to in section 9 of the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas
Act No. 57 of 2003.
1

Stakeholders / Interested Parties :
These are interested individuals or groups concerned with or affected by an activity and its consequences. These include the
authorities, local communities, investors, work force, consumers, environmental interest groups and the general public.
According to the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act No. 10 of 2004, “stakeholder” means a person, an organ
of state or a community contemplated in section 82 (1) (a), or an indigenous community contemplated in section 82(1) (b).
Sustainable:
In relation to the use of a biological resource, means the use of such resource in a way and at a rate that would not lead to its
long-term decline; would not disrupt the ecological integrity of the ecosystem in which it occurs; and would ensure its continued
use to meet the needs and aspirations of present and future generations of people (as per National Environmental Management:
Biodiversity Act No. 10 of 2004).
Wilderness Area:
Means “an area designated ……for the purpose of retaining an intrinsically wild appearance and character, or capable of being
restored to such and which is undeveloped and roadless, without permanent improvements or human habitation” as defined by
the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act No. 57 of 2003.
World Heritage Site:
Means a world heritage site as defined in the World Heritage Convention Act No. 49 of 1999 under Chapter 1, section 1
subsection (xxiv).

1

Defined in Guideline Document EIA Regulations, National Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, April 1998
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Abbreviations
Amafa

Amafa aKwaZulu-Natali (KwaZulu-Natal Heritage Agency)

APO

Annual Plan of Operation

CDP

Concept Development Plan

CM

Conservation Manager

Ezemvelo

Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife as defined in Act No. 9 of 1997 to be the KZN Nature Conservation Service

IMP

Integrated Management Plan

KZN

KwaZulu-Natal Province of the Republic of South Africa

MDTP

Maloti Drakensberg Transfrontier Programme

PPC

Park Planning Committee

RM

Resort Manager of UDP WHS Management Unit

SA

Republic of South Africa

SMP

Strategic Management Plan

TKZN

Tourism KwaZulu-Natal

UDP WHS

uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site

WHS

World Heritage Site
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1. PURPOSE OF THE CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The Concept Development Plan (CDP) for uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage
Site seeks to provide a strategic operational framework for the development and
maintenance of conservation management infrastructure and visitor facilities/activities
within the Park while always considering the constraints of the receiving environment.
The CDP for the Park is an integral part of the Park’s Integrated Management Plan1 (IMP)
for 2011 and has been compiled cognisant of the management framework determined by
the IMP together with the guidelines specified in the Wilderness Management Plan (2011)
for the Park. Detailed input was extracted from the Draft Integrated Development Plan 2
that was prepared in 2003 and updated with inputs from the Park Planning Committee
(PPC) and Park management staff.
The Park’s IMP has been produced in compliance with the World Heritage Convention Act
No. 40 of 1999, the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act No. 57 of
2003 and the Maloti Drakensberg Transfrontier Programme (MDTP) criteria for protected
area management planning.
The CDP highlights all development projects deemed necessary See Tables 1 to 17. The
extent to which these projects will be implemented over the next five years will be
dictated by available financial and other resources.
References:
1
Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife. 2011. Integrated Management Plan: uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site, South
Africa. Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife, Pietermaritzburg.
2
Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife. 2003. Draft Integrated Development Plan: uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site, South Africa.
Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife, Pietermaritzburg.

2. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
CONTAINED IN THIS CDP
2.1. Management Authority
The Authority has the mandate to manage and sustainably develop the Park to fully
realise its eco-cultural tourism and associated income-generating potential, while
respecting and giving access to the Park’s biodiversity and cultural values.
Infrastructural planning and development of the Park must be undertaken cognisant of
the requirements the National Environmental Management Act No. 107 of 1998 and the
National Heritage Resources Act No. 25 of 1999 and the KwaZulu-Natal Heritage
Management Act No. 10 of 1997.
There are 16 public access points to the Park’s 15 management units spread over the
entire length of the Park (approximately 158 km) and are for the most part peripherally
situated along the eastern boundary of the Park. Recreational facilities and/or activities
are available to the public at all but two (namely Hillside and Culfargie) at present (See
Tables 1 to 16). The public access points are zoned to allow for appropriate development.
This CDP is guided by the framework of the Park Vision, Mission, Management Objectives,
Zonation, Policy Framework and Guiding Principles as adopted and approved in the Park
IMP. The approach adopted in the compilation of the CDP involves an objective and
integrated assessment of the Park in terms of its natural and cultural heritage sensitivities,
management and bulk infrastructure, its particular sense of place and its visitor
infrastructure and facilities.
1

2.1.1

Park Vision, Mission and Management Objectives

See Appendix 1 – extracted from IMP.
2.1.2

Park Zonation

See Appendix 2 and Maps 1 - 6 – extracted from IMP.
2.1.3

Park Policy Framework and Guiding Principles

The policy framework and guiding principles from the IMP relevant to the CDP are
discussed under the appropriate sections below.
A list of IMP Action Projects that are relevant to the successful implementation of the CDP
are listed in Table 17 A.
2.1.4

Park Infrastructure

The Authority will maintain, remove, expand or develop infrastructure within the Park for
conservation management and eco-cultural tourism purposes. This will be undertaken
cognisant of and in accordance with legal requirements and procedures regarding
Environmental Impact and Cultural Resource Assessments.
Apart from compliance with legal requirements, proposals for major maintenance projects
or the removal, expansion and development of infrastructure must comply with the IMP's
Zonation and be a listed project in the Park's CDP or follow the application process.
Application process for developments:
Developments proposed within the World Heritage Site by management or hospitality
staff must obtain internal approval through their Regional Operation Committee and then
the Ezemvelo Development Facilitation Committee (DevCo). Any developments that
require further approvals (such as environmental or planning authorisation) or waivers in
policy will be advised of such by the DevCo.
Developments proposed for the World Heritage Site by external applicants must first
obtain approval from the Park Management Committee, before proceeding to the
Regional Operation Committee and then the DevCo for approval. Any acceptable
development proposals that require further approvals (such as environmental or planning
authorisation) or waivers in policy will be advised of such by the DevCo.
Developments already proposed within this CDP are not exempt from the above
processes or legislation although the requirements of public participation may be
significantly reduced. Developments that are not proposed in the CDP must undergo
rigorous scrutiny to ensure that they do not threaten the values or objectives of the World
Heritage Site and will be subject to the full requirements of the public participation
process.
In order for UDP WHS to operate appropriately, adequate facilities and infrastructure
need to be developed and maintained both for management and eco-cultural tourism
purposes.
Given that South Africa is a long-haul destination, and that getting to the Drakensberg
once in South Africa requires extensive travel, visitors travelling to the Park to appreciate
its world heritage values produce an inevitable carbon footprint and contribute to the
global climate change problem. In order to offset this, visitors are encouraged to calculate
their carbon emissions associated with travel to the Park, and to contribute voluntarily to
the Ezemvelo land acquisition fund which will be used to purchase land that by virtue of
good management will sequester additional carbon or avoid degradation and loss of
2

carbon-storage potential.
emissions.

Management activities also generate greenhouse gas

In addressing facilities and infrastructure needs in the Park the following guiding principles
will be adhered to:
General












The Authority will maintain, remove, expand or develop infrastructure within the Park
for conservation management and eco-cultural tourism purposes. This will be
undertaken cognisant of and in accordance with legal requirements and procedures
regarding Environmental Impact and Cultural Resource Assessments.
Proposals for major maintenance projects or the removal, expansion and
development of infrastructure must comply with the IMPs Park Zonation and be a
listed project in the Park's CDP or follow the application process as stated in the CDP.
The project must also be recommended by the PPC and approved by the Ezemvelo
Board's Development Committee.
Placing infrastructure outside the boundaries should always be considered as an
option, where practical so as to reduce the amount of infrastructure within the Park.
Park management is responsible for infrastructure within the Park and must at all
times ensure that it is maintained in a safe, sound, clean, serviceable and aesthetically
acceptable condition.
Tourist accommodation, camp-grounds and other facilities must at all times be
maintained to appropriate world class standards regarding appearance, cleanliness
and serviceability.
All structures must as far as possible be harmonised with the surrounding
environment and landscape character through appropriate siting, use of colour,
building materials, landscaping and screening.
All structures are Fixed Assets and must be marked with their unique asset number
using a permanent label or marker, placed near the main entrance door, and must be
verified annually.
Facilities and infrastructure must be provided to ensure the effective management
and operation of the Park.
Facilities and infrastructure must be provided to support the eco-cultural tourism
activities in the Park.

Water and energy supply and efficiency







All future electricity supplies will be underground unless technically not possible.
Practical solutions to the provision of electricity should be sought at the Park based
on available renewable energy technologies.
All new infrastructure will be designed and operated so as to minimise energy
requirements.
Existing incandescent light bulbs should be phased out and wherever feasible lowflow shower heads will be fitted.
All water- and energy-efficiency measures will be highlighted to guests, together with
suggestions for water and energy saving.
Staff must be conscious of water and energy use and minimise wastage.
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Communication




Telephone communications via microwave or cellular technology; wherever possible
old phone lines should be removed or relocated to reduce visual impact.
The Park will not provide/lease sites for public communication structures.
Park management requires a two-way radio system for efficient management. Radio
communications with Sehlabathebe National Park are essential. Given the potential
visual and wildlife impact of communication structures any radio repeater stations or
other similar communication towers must be subject to the internal environmental
authorisation process.

Waste management








All solid waste must be sorted and recyclable materials must be removed from the
Park to authorised recycling companies and non-recyclable materials to municipal
waste management sites.
Incinerators are to be phased out due to air pollution problems.
Use of organic waste for compost purposes may be permitted but will be subject to
strict conditions.
All historical waste sites in the Park will be appropriately rehabilitated.
All staff and public waste receptacles must be animal- and, especially, baboon-proof
and maintained as such as per Section 6.6.6 above.
Septic tank/French drain systems will not be installed at future small developments.

2.2. Strategic Considerations and Management Guidelines
The general strategic direction for the Park set by this Concept Development Plan 2011 is
essentially one of consolidating and improving existing management and tourist
infrastructure within the Park while also seeking to improve links with regional tourism
initiatives (including those of the Maloti Drakensberg Transfrontier Programme and
improving public access routes to the Park.
Apart from the possible development of a new hotel (on the old hotel site) at Royal Natal
as well as the re-location of the Sani Border Post with the establishment a new Park
Gateway infrastructure at the same site, no other large tourism developments are
envisaged. The emphasis in this CDP is on the improvement of the standard of existing
infrastructure and improving caravan / camp sites as well as day visitor facilities
throughout the Park. Facilities for people with disabilities also receive attention through
specific policy formulation which will be applied to built infrastructure and the
development of a number of special trails. Development planning for underutilised
management units will also receive attention during this period.
It is envisaged that the implementation of this CDP will be instrumental in broadening
access to the Park by a greater spectrum of the public and improving occupancy rates for
existing facilities. If this is achieved, it will provide a platform towards improving income
generation and inform any further appropriate development during the next five year
planning period.
The following strategic management considerations of which the majority have been
identified by the IMP are critical to support and effectively implement the Park’s CDP.

4

2.2.1 Zonation
It is important to note that all proposed developments for management units listed under
Tables 1 to 16 are within the relevant zones in the Park. There are no proposals for
development outside these zones.
2.2.2 Air Space and Aircraft Landing Sites
The following section is an extract from the Park’s IMP:
The National Environmental Manangement Protected Areas Act (NEMPAA) No. 57 of
2003 (Section 47) stipulates that a world heritage site includes the air space to a level of 2
500 ft above the highest point. In the case of the UDP WHS this translates into a column of
air up to an approximate altitude of 13815 ft a.s.l. (4212 m a.s.l.). No person may fly over
the Park at an altitude of less than 13815 ft or land or take off in an aircraft in the Park
except with the permission of the Authority or in the case of an emergency. This
provision, whilst good for conserving the Park values, creates many difficulties for the
aviation industry and for the Authority in terms of managing and controlling access to the
air space.
Section 47 of NEMPAA includes section 3A as amended by the National Environmental
Management: Protected Area Amendment Act No 15 of 2009:
(a)

(b)

The management Authority may provide for flight corridors over a special nature
reserve, national park or world heritage site and through the protected air space
identified under subsection (1) where this is necessary for a public purpose or in
the public interest.
No person or organ of state may fly or cause any person to fly an aircraft over a
special nature reserve, national park or world heritage site and through the
protected airspace identified under section (1)(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(c)

(d)

Without the prior written permission of the management authority;
Without the prescribed fee having first been paid, if applicable; and
Unless and until the management authority has approved the flight plan for
a flight and stipulated the terms and conditions upon which a flight is to
take place.

The Minister in agreement with the Minister of defence may allow for specific
areas within the identified protected airspace to be used for training and testing of
aircraft.
The provision of any flight corridor in paragraph (a) or area in paragraph (c) is
subject to an environmental authorization in terms of section 24 of the National
Environmental Management Act.

There are approximately 20 airfields within 15-20 km of the Park boundary, and the
number is set to continue increasing, especially for microlights and non-type aircraft.
These airfields and associated aircraft are likely to have a negative effect on the Park.
There is one commercial air lane crossing the Park in the Cobham area, linking Durban to
Maseru and Bloemfontein. The minimum flight altitude in this air lane is 20 000 ft a.s.l.
Policy Statements:


Whilst aircraft overflights can cause considerable negative impacts on visitor
appreciation, sense of place and biodiversity, it is the policy of the Park to provide for
5

limited access to the air space under strict conditions to allow for local economic
opportunities and visitor access.


Management use of aircraft will be minimised, and all requests for flights require
submission of an application on the prescribed form and require authorisation by the
Park Manager taking into account the principles of Minimum Tool, operational
efficiency, zonation and biodiversity considerations.



No airstrips will be allowed inside the Park; the strip at Giant’s Castle is officially
closed and the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA-SA) has been informed.



Helicopter landing pads (helipads), maintained to the minimum aviation standards,
are permitted at selected management units; these are not for general public use and
will primarily be for emergency or for other management purposes, taking into
account the effect on biodiversity, 'sense of place' values, and noise impacts on
tourists.



Decisions on requests for access to the air space for non-management and nonsecurity use require written requests and will be evaluated according to the principles
and criteria in “Interim decision making process and guidelines with respect to nonmanagement and non-security aircraft use within the air space of the uKhahlamba
Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site”.



During military or police helicopter training or operations, aviation fuel may not be
stored within or transported over the Park.



The Authority must be vigilant and comment appropriately on all applications for new
airfields in the buffer zone of the Park.

The drafting of a Park Air Space Policy [IMP Table 6.2.1 (Framework for legal compliance,
law enforcement and stakeholder engagement)] is in process and will be finalised in
collaboration with the relevant stakeholders.
2.2.3 Alignment of CDP with Integrated Development Plans, Spatial Development
Frameworks and Land Use Management Systems
The Park’s IMP has emphasised that the Park Authority and the respective local
authorities must ensure (on an on-going basis) that development planning in and outside
the Park are appropriately aligned as required by the National Environmental
Management: Protected Areas Act No. 57 of 2003 and the Local Government: Municipal
Systems Act No. 32 of 2000. [IMP Table 6.4.1 (Framework for buffer zone protection and
regional management)]
In 2006 the World Heritage Committee adopted a strategy aimed at reducing the impacts
of climate change on world heritage sites (Decision 30 COM 7.1), and requested all State
Parties to implement the strategy so as to protect the outstanding universal values,
integrity and authenticity of world heritage properties from the adverse impacts of
climate change. A policy document on climate change was adopted at the General
Assembly of State Parties at its 16th session which requires that State Parties fund and
implement mitigation strategies. A key objective of establishing a buffer zone is to give
effect to national obligations to put mitigation measures in place. In particular, the design
of the buffer zone will allow for altitudinal, latitudinal and longitudinal movement of
species in response to change, and to incorporate climatically stable refugia.
South Africa is a signatory to the World Heritage Convention. Under Article 6, ‘…the State
Parties to this Convention recognize that [such heritage] constitutes a world heritage for
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whose protection it is the duty of the international community as a whole to co-operate’.
Under Article 6 (3), State Parties undertake ‘not to take any deliberate measures which
might damage directly or indirectly the cultural and natural heritage’. The buffer zone is
an area where there are additional land uses and management controls so as to prevent
damage to the Outstanding Universal Values of the site.
It is important, in managing the buffer areas around the Park, that Ezemvelo work with
local government authorities to ensure that their land use planning considers the
biodiversity conservation imperatives of UDP WHS. In this regard it is necessary to ensure
that buffer zone considerations are captured in municipal planning schemes. In developing
relationships with the local and district municipality, Ezemvelo will adhere to the following
guiding principles:


Relationships with local government and other provincial and national departments
will be developed in the spirit of cooperative governance.



Ezemvelo will endeavour to assist the local and district municipality in determining
appropriate land uses and development strategies in the areas surrounding the Park.



Ezemvelo will endeavour to align its plans and strategies with the programmes and
strategies of the local and district municipality, where appropriate.
In the UDP WHS this is achieved through the Buffer Steering Committee and the Buffer
Technical Committee that ensures collaboration on issues relating to development
applications, buffer zone requirements and alignment of planning documents. The IMP
also action the declaration of the buffer through UNESCO as the buffer of the World
Heritage Site [IMP Table 6.4.1 (Framework for buffer zone protection and regional
management)].
Not only is this critical from a biodiversity and cultural conservation perspective but also
from a tourism perspective where it is important to preserve the aesthetic qualities of the
natural landscape or “sense of place” which is strongly linked to retaining the natural
character of the landscape both in and adjacent to the Park. All proposed development in
and around the Park must therefore be critically evaluated according to these
considerations and values.
2.2.4 Human Resources
Human resources are strategically one of the most important elements to consider:
Park Management Structure
The IMP Appendix I indicates the Park’s human resource structure and the Table 6.10.1
indicate:


The employment of sufficient, appropriately skilled staff to meet the management
and operational requirements of the Park.



Regular training and skills development to ensure that staff is able to effectively
complete their duties.

It is important that the quality of biodiversity management, eco-cultural tourism and
community involvement be maintained and improved. A high level of strategic
management, accountability, efficiency, coordination and reporting in a Park of this vast
size (with its 15 management units and 16 public entrance points) and associated tourism
facilities is therefore necessary.
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Park Management Facilities and Personnel Accommodation Policies
An efficient and comfortable working environment can significantly contribute towards
achieving high levels of management efficiency and productivity. In many areas of the
Park, management facilities are either inadequate or in need of maintenance. These areas
of concern have been addressed in the CDP Action Projects (Tables 1 to 16).
The need to improve Park personnel accommodation standards and the provision of new
personnel housing has been identified at various Management Units in the Park. Where
required, upgrades, repairs or renovation have been recommended. A specific personnel
accommodation policy for the Park is urgently needed to address equitable standards of
accommodation and the consistent allocation of personnel accommodation housing in the
Park.
Staff Accommodation
Park management will supply and maintain accommodation for their staff where required,
according to Board Policies. Accommodation must meet standards as set by Ezemvelo's
Technical Division and must form part of the CDP. Staff will be encouraged to acquire their
own housing and live outside the Park, where practically possible and financially viable in
the long-term. In such cases, official transport to and from the Park can be considered
depending on site specific circumstances and applicable corporate policies.
It is necessary that a long-term personnel accommodation policy for the Park be
developed to inter alia ensure the maintenance of standards, equity between
management units and assist personnel in acquiring their own housing outside the Park.
This will eventually ensure the structured provision of personnel accommodation, reduce
maintenance costs, avoid ad hoc development, minimise pressure for development of this
kind and optimise available space for tourist accommodation.
CDP Action Project 2.1: Develop a long-term Park personnel accommodation policy.
2.2.5 Temporary Accommodation Sites for Temporary Project-based Personnel
There is an increasing need to provide groups of temporary workers with temporary
accommodation at the Park management units while they are employed on projects. It is
therefore necessary to identify such sites where temporary camps can be erected at
management units in order that they can be prepared and serviced for such use. These
sites must be appropriately situated (in or outside the Park) and managed to minimise
negative impacts on the Park.
CDP Action Project 2.2: Identify sites at relevant Park management units (in or outside
Park) where temporary workers can be accommodated while working on specific
projects. These sites must be strictly managed to minimise negative impacts on the Park.
2.2.6 Public and Neighbouring Community Participation
The Park’s Mission and Management Objectives were derived at Key-stakeholder
Workshops (22nd and 25th of August 2011). The proceedings of this workshop as well as
the draft IMP, CDP and WMP were advertised for public comment prior to them being
finalised and authorised.
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On-going stakeholder liaison will be facilitated through the Local Board and Liaison
forums.
2.2.7 Facilities for People with Disabilities
Apart from some trails planned for people with disabilities, it is important that all resorts
and tourism facilities should take into account the specific needs of people with
disabilities. Wherever practical, provision should be made for ramped access to visitor
facilities, accessible ablution facilities and accommodation offerings should have selected
units that have been adapted for use by the mobility impaired – this applies to people in
wheelchairs, on crutches, with prams, with frailty or reduced energy levels.
At present there are few Park facilities that provide for people with disabilities, however,
as tourist facilities are developed or upgraded the necessary adaptations will be made.
Information about Park facilities for people with disabilities must also be available on the
Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife website and in the Park brochures.
CDP Action Project 2.3: Formulate a Park policy that will ensure that the necessary
services and facilities for people with disabilities are taken into account when new
tourist facilities are developed or when existing tourist facilities are upgraded or
renovated. Information on these Park facilities for people with disabilities must also be
easily accessible to tourists.
2.2.8 Eco-Cultural Tourism and Marketing
In order to improve occupancy rates at the various Park facilities it is necessary to
carefully consider product development, branding, pricing structures, marketing and the
improvement of the quality of tourist experience.
The Authority will strive to provide and maximize a quality eco-cultural tourism experience
for visitors to the Park. A range of facilities and services are being provided for the use of
visitors to the Park. While some of these serve recreational and social needs, emphasis is
placed on facilities and services which will enrich the visitor’s understanding and
appreciation of the Park and its heritage-based resources and will encourage the
responsible use of the Park on a sustainable basis.
In order for the Park to realise its full income-generating potential:


The quality and standard of facilities needs to be improved as identified in the CDP.



Its eco-cultural tourism opportunities must be more competitively and effectively
marketed.



Cultural heritage tourism requires more emphasis.



A concessioning strategy, that takes full advantage of appropriate opportunities for
outsourcing (joint venture or otherwise) needs to be put in place while linkages must
be sought with other bioregional tourism initiatives.



A policy addressing disabled (physically impaired) tourists must be developed.



A visitor interpretation strategy must be implemented.

The IMP has initiated the following projects in this regard. It is important that these
projects receive priority:
IMP Table 6.8 (Cultural resource management):
Develop an updated and comprehensive Cultural Heritage Management Plan for the Park.
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IMP Table 6.5.13 (Eco-cultural tourism management):
Develop and implement a park Tourism plan including strategies to address the following:





Branding and marketing
Linkages with other bioregional tourist initiatives
Income generation opportunities
Legislative and zonation constraints of new developments and activities

The CDP Action Projects listed in Tables 1 to 17 identify the physical infrastructural
projects that are proposed regarding the improvement and upgrading of eco-cultural
tourism facilities in the Park.
2.2.9 Regional Public Access Routes
The Park is generally well provided with public access roads to its 16 entry points from the
N3 National Road between Harrismith and Pietermaritzburg and from the R 617 between
Underberg and Swartberg. Many of these are, however, gravelled secondary or district
roads that are not regularly maintained. As a result, they are often in a poor condition and
sometimes impassable for tourists travelling in sedan vehicles along or to the central and
southern areas of the Park. This negatively influences occupancy rates of the affected Park
resorts. In this respect, the Bergville – Kamberg – Underberg link roads are particularly
important. Some of the tarred access roads (e.g. to Giant’s Castle) also become
particularly dangerous at times due to potholes.
It is assumed that the upgrading of the roads referred to above is unlikely to occur within
the five-year timeframe of this CDP. Development proposals for the affected management
units have therefore been kept to a minimum although throughout the improvement of
the quality of accommodation and services have received attention.
If it becomes evident that any of these roads will be upgraded within the five year period,
it is recommended that this CDP be strategically revised in terms of the affected
management units. In the meantime, it would be strategic for Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal
Wildlife to proactively motivate for the upgrading of these access roads in partnership
with the relevant authorities and other stakeholders. This would be fully aligned with the
MDTP Conservation and Development objectives for the bioregion.
IMP Table 6.4.1 (Framework for buffer zone protection and regional management) actions
the Liaison with the South African National Roads Agency in determining agreed upon
access roads to UDP WHS that require upgrade and maintenance.
CDP Action Project 2.4: Motivate and lobby on an ongoing basis for the upgrading of
the secondary public roads to the Park through the appropriate channels and in
partnership with the relevant authorities and stakeholders.
2.2.10 Cultural Heritage Management
The existing Cultural Heritage Management Plan for the Park, also known as the CURE
document, is in the process of being reviewed. [IMP Table 6.7.1 (Framework for cultural
resource management] The CDP will have to be updated to incorporate and prioritise the
projects identified by the revised Cultural Heritage Management Plan, especially the
prioritisation of cultural heritage sites for development and management purposes.
Currently twenty one rock art sites are open for public visitation and they have site
specific management plans.
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Although the revised Cultural Heritage Management Plan will refer to all aspects of
cultural heritage (i.e. Stone Age, Iron Age, historical period, living heritage, paleontology)
the globally significant San rock art of the area will remain the focus.
2.2.11 Rationalisation and Regular Maintenance of Infrastructure
The development tables below have highlighted certain units of Park infrastructure for
urgent upgrade, repairs or renovation. It is clear that the infrastructure has generally not
been subject to a regular maintenance program and therefore a significant maintenance
backlog has built up. Just recently this has been partially remedied through the availability
of poverty relief funding.
If regular and timeous maintenance of Park infrastructure is not effectively addressed
over the long-term, it is likely to result in accelerated deterioration of infrastructure and
excessive maintenance costs. Furthermore such deterioration will negatively affect tourist
occupancy rates and reduce management effectiveness - all contributing to an
undesirable economic outlook for the Park.
It is therefore of utmost importance that a long-term Park infrastructure maintenance
strategy be formulated that considers the following aspects:


Rationalisation of infrastructure and the demolition and removal of unnecessary,
defunct, incorrectly placed or economically unviable infrastructure.



Improving standards and efficiency of local minor maintenance work.



Ensuring that all Park infrastructure is placed on a regular maintenance schedule.



That the development authorisation process for any new or upgraded infrastructure
considers the long-term additional maintenance cost implications.
CDP Action Project 2.5: Develop a long-term Park infrastructure maintenance strategy
that will address:
 Rationalisation of infrastructure and the demolition and removal of unnecessary,
defunct, incorrectly placed or economically unviable infrastructure.
 Improvement of standards and efficiency of local minor maintenance work.
 The inclusion of all Park infrastructure on a regular maintenance schedule.
 The full evaluation of long-term additional maintenance cost implications in
authorisations of any new or upgraded infrastructure.

2.2.12 Hiking Trails, Tracks and Paths
Hiking trails, tracks and paths provide the Park visitor with a facility for accessing and
enjoying the Park on foot. There are presently an estimated 1 550 km of Park hiking trails
tracks and paths. This network of trails directly impacts some 310 ha assuming that the
impact of a hiking trail is on average half a metre wide.
Poor planning, construction and maintenance of hiking trails have the potential to not
only damage the natural environment significantly (mainly through soil erosion) but also
negatively impact on the value of these trails for nature-based tourism in the area.
It is therefore essential that the maintenance and improvement of the quality of hiking
trails in the Park, is regarded as a management priority. Sustained improvement will
provide the following benefits:


Reduction of any potential ecological threat that hiking trails and paths may have.
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Hiking in the Park will be more pleasurable and therefore become more popular.



Increased popularity will expose more people to the mountains, so promoting
conservation awareness.



The increase in tourism numbers will make hiking trails more economically viable.



Economically viable hiking trails will provide additional business and employment
opportunities and will contribute significantly towards local and regional tourism.



Provide management with access into the Park.

A methodology to assess and audit hiking trails for the purpose of effective maintenance
has already been developed and this is used to regularly assess paths to facilitate
maintenance requirements. [IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and Infrastructure)]
Furthermore, it is necessary that the hiking trail network is rationalised by closing and
rehabilitating sections of trails that are seldom used or which pose an ecological threat. In
some cases the re-alignment or even the extension of a hiking trail may be required to
make it more enjoyable or less of an ecological threat.
CDP Action Project 2.6: Investigate the Park hiking trail network with a view to closing
down sections that are seldom used or which pose an ecological threat. Options may
include the re-alignment or extension of sections of trail, but trails that are identified for
closure must be rehabilitated. Once this has been completed, produce a new and more
accurate hiking trail map for the Park.
2.2.13 Overhead Lines (mostly electrical and communication)
Overhead lines in the Park are often used to provide management and/or visitors with
efficient forms of electrical power or communications. However, the visual impact of
these lines can be undesirable by severely affecting the aesthetic qualities of the Park’s
natural landscape or “sense of place”, a value that must receive due consideration in a
World Heritage Site of this nature. Furthermore, overhead lines have the potential to
negatively impact on wildlife (especially certain species of birds through collisions and
electrocutions).
The impacts of overhead lines can often be mitigated, for example by more suitable route
alignments, burying cables, converting to microwave-based communications, or by placing
bird mitigation devices on them. Although some of these methods can be relatively
expensive – the cost must be weighed up against the long-term negative effect of the
overhead lines. Technological advances are making it more affordable to implement
suitable mitigating measures.
Overhead lines have been identified as a problem at a number of management units
(Tables 1 to 16) while new applications have been made for supplying Eskom power to the
Lotheni and Hillside management units.
Management guidelines are clearly required to provide a holistic approach for power
provision and communication and to mitigate the negative effects of existing overhead
lines.
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CDP Action Project 2.7: Assess all overhead lines and cable structures in the Park for i)
visual impact, (ii) potential for bird collision and electrocution, (iii) any other negative
impact. Provide management guidelines to mitigate these impacts and a phased
implementation program. At the same time provide management guidelines for
assessing proposals for new line applications.
2.2.14 Visitor Information Lapas at Management Units
A need has been identified to better inform visitors regarding various aspects of the Park
in a more informal manner. Visitor Information Lapas have been designed in a
standardised format, and must be developed at appropriate sites at each of the
management units to provide visitors with basic information on the various significant
aspects of the Park and to provide the visitor with safety information. These lapas will be
provided with a number of weather-proof information panels as well as a mountain
rescue register which hikers must sign before embarking on their hike.
CDP Action Project 2.8: Implement phased installation of Visitor information lapas at
each relevant management unit.
2.2.15 Security-related Infrastructure
An integrated security strategy for the Park has been developed; this strategy may have
implications regarding infrastructural requirements which will be incorporated into the
CDP.
CDP Action Project 2.9: Infrastructural requirements identified and approved in the
security strategy must be incorporated in the CDP.
2.2.16 Shooting Ranges
All staff carrying firearms are required in terms of the Firearms Act to be certified and to
undertake at least two re-qualification shoots per year. This legislation also requires that
all shooting ranges meet certain specifications and safety criteria. Therefore it is
important that all law enforcement staff have efficient access to a registered shooting
range. At present, only one of the Park shooting ranges (Poccolan) is compliant with the
new firearm legislation.
In terms of Park policy it is preferable that new infrastructure is not developed where
alternatives exist outside the Park boundary. Commercial ranges exist at Estcourt and
Underberg that staff can use. However, an investigation is being conducted into the
practicality and sustainability of use of these facilities which will influence decisions
regarding upgrading existing and/or opening new ranges within the Park.
CDP Action Project 2.10: Investigate the feasibility to develop a central shooting range
for use by the UDP WHS staff that will facilitate compliance and minimize the security
risk of transferring fire arms.
2.2.17 Horses and Donkeys
Horses and donkeys are to be used only by Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife staff for
management purposes in the Park, i.e. in the execution of their duties. Horses are
considered the minimum management tool in areas where staffing levels are up to 5 000
ha per person for law enforcement, fire management and emergency response activities.
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Horses and donkeys may not be used for any form of commercial operation, apart from
the horse rides offered as an activity to the public at Rugged Glen. A major concern is the
fact that trails that are subject to regular use by horses are prone to accelerated soil
erosion on the slopes within the Park.
Public still use horses and donkeys to travel back and forth from Lesotho on the Sani Pass
public road traversing the Cobham management unit and through the Garden Castle,
Royal Natal management unit on a “right of way” track.
2.2.18 Cableways, Chair-lifts and Similar Structures
The Park is internationally recognised and renowned for its superlative natural and
aesthetic beauty. It’s largely undeveloped and intrinsically wild character also supports
large areas of classified and zoned Wilderness Areas that provide outstanding
opportunities to experience solitude and spiritual renewal.
In order to protect these values and the character of the Park, no cableways, chair-lifts or
similar structures will be tolerated in the Park and will not be supported in the buffer area
around the Park.
The potential impact of such cables on the rare and endangered raptors as well as other
birds that frequent the Park is also unknown at this stage. Research elsewhere in the
world has demonstrated that the cables of cableways, chair-lifts or similar structures may
have a negative impact on endangered raptors and other birds through collisions and
disturbance – this is of particular concern given the declining populations of vultures and
raptors in the Park.
2.2.19 Mountaineering
Mountaineering in inappropriate areas and/or times can result in abandonment of
breeding attempts and/or nest failure of cliff-nesting birds. Areas of cliff face with known
raptor or other priority bird species nests will be subject to a climbing ban at the
beginning of each breeding season. In those areas where breeding is not attempted, the
ban will be removed. A specific “no climbing buffer” will be defined around each nest
site/colony based on best information on the response of that species/pair to disturbance
until such time as the breeding attempt is completed. This will be done in collaboration
with the Mountain Club of South Africa.
Action Project 2.11: In collaboration with the Mountain Club of South Africa a modus
operandi will be developed to implement no climbing areas/periods to protect cliffnesting birds from disturbance during their breeding periods. This will also be reviewed
and updated annually in collaboration with the Mountain Club of South Africa.
2.2.20 Research Facilities
There are many gaps in the knowledge of ecosystem functioning and in understanding of
the biology of key species - this increases the risk of making incorrect management
decisions. It is imperative to fill the knowledge gaps as soon as possible through
promoting and facilitating research. In order to establish the UPD WHS as a recognised
research destination it is essential to have suitable facilities available for researchers to
stay in and process field data.
In 2004 the Regional Operations Committee, approved in principle, the establishment of
three dedicated research facilities within the park to begin addressing this need. These
facilities have been identified and operationalized except for one still required in the
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south as per IMP Table 6.9.1 (Framework for research, ecological monitoring and
reporting).
2.3. CDP Action Project Tables (Tables 1 to 17)
All Action Projects relevant to the Park Concept Development Plan and generated by both
the Park IMP and CDP are listed in Tables 1 to 17. The first section of each table broadly
reflects the existing management and tourism activities associated with each Park
Management Unit and list the supporting infrastructure.
The second section of each table outlines the Action Projects and priorities identified for
each Management Unit. This prioritisation will be taken into account when the PPC
prioritises all Park Action Projects in the APO and the Park Management Committee will
always have to consider the broader strategic priorities of the Park.
The Park Management Committee will operationalize these projects through the Annual
Plan of Operation (APO).
The priority categories used for the Park management units are defined as follows:
Priority 1 Projects:
Those projects that require immediate attention to avoid loss of or a severe negative
affect on biodiversity, cultural resources, management effectiveness or eco- cultural
tourism or have significant strategic benefit for the Park.
Priority 2 Projects:
Those projects requiring attention within the next two to three years to avoid loss of or
severe negative affect on biodiversity, cultural resources, management effectiveness and
eco-cultural tourism or will significantly promote these aspects.
Priority 3 Projects: Those projects that require attention within the next four to five years
(or longer) to promote biodiversity and cultural resource conservation, management
effectiveness or eco-cultural tourism.
Table 17 (A): List of all Action Projects identified in the IMP which are related to the CDP
and that pertain to the whole Park.
Table 17 (B): List of all Action Projects identified in this CDP that pertain to the whole
Park.
2.4. CDP Review and Amendment Procedures
As with the IMP, the CDP will be reviewed at least every five years. The Park Management
Committee will convene annually between 10 and 20 November to monitor and evaluate
CDP progress, plan and, if necessary, re-prioritise management activities for the next year.
The Park Management Committee meetings will be convened and chaired by Regional
Manager West or equivalent post, if a new structure is brought about and will continue as
a multi-disciplinary committee consisting of the equivalent posts as indicated on page (iii).
The Park Management Committee will also be responsible for the approval or
recommendation (as maybe appropriate) of any policies, projects and plans that are
developed in terms of this CDP or other ad hoc projects etc. not covered by the CDP that
have operational, financial and human resource or ecological implications (e.g. research
projects that have not been identified according the IMP guidelines, or ad hoc funding
received for the development of unplanned recreational facilities).
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The Chairperson of the Park Management Committee must ensure that any approved
amendments to the IMP are duly noted and all operational and library copies are
amended accordingly in collaboration with the Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife Protected Area
management Planning Unit.
CDP Action Project 2.12: Convene a Park Management Committee meeting annually
between 10 and 20 November to monitor and evaluate CDP progress, plan and, if
necessary, re-prioritise management activities for the next year.
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Table 1: Garden Castle: Bushman’s Nek Entrance
MANAGEMENT UNIT: GARDEN CASTLE: BUSHMAN’S NEK ENTRANCE (3.1 GC-BN)
RANGE OF
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR
ACTIVITIES
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Steel and wire entrance gate with
cattle grid.
 Staffed (office hours) access
control point, information facility
and office (temporary timber
frame structure).
 Day visitor facilities – parking,
water, toilets (rustic reed and
thatch building).

Establish a stone information
centre at the main gate house
complex.

Day walks,
wilderness trails
and overnight hikes
along existing trail
network

 Network of hiking trails (for
length of trails see Table 2:
Garden Castle).
 Informal camping and
overnighting in caves (for list of
caves see Table 2: Garden Castle).
 Access to High Berg along certain
passes.

 Annually audit and
maintain trail network as
per IMP Table 6.10.1
 Linking overnight trails with
Sehlabathebe National Park
in Lesotho will be desirable
in a Trans frontier Park
context.
 Significant maintenance
and rehabilitation
programme required for
“right-of-access” corridor
to Lesotho.

Trails for people
with disabilities

None. Activity not available.

None.

Trails with hutted
accommodation

Portion of Giant’s Cup Hiking Trail Annually audit and maintain
with last hut (Bushman’s Nek Hut) on trail network as per IMP Table
trail.
6.10.1
(facilities
and
infrastructure).

Camping / caravan
site

None. Activity not available.

Hutted
accommodation

Bushman's Nek Hut is also used as 
overnight accommodation.


Birding

Activity does take place but no None.
specific facilities are available.

Climbing

See Table 2 - Garden Castle.

None.

Cycling

None. No vehicle tracks available.

None.

None.
General
maintenance
required.
Re-thatch the Bushman Nek
Hut roof.
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Fly-fishing

Activity does take place but no None.
specific facilities are available.

Horse Trails

Public use horses and donkeys along The legality of the ‘right of way’
‘right of way’ to Lesotho.
is being investigated. The track
is badly eroded and must
receive the necessary remedial
attention. See CDP Action
Project 3.1 GC-BN- 04 below
under Trails.

Visits to cultural
sites

Sites are visited by the public on an
ad-hoc basis. There are no guided
visits to these sites. Unmarked routes
to sites exist but no fixed structures
are in place.

New UDP WHS Cultural
Heritage Management Plan to
specify development of any
cultural
tourism
facilities
throughout the Park. It is likely
that
formal
tourist
development of cultural sites in
this area will not occur.

Vehicle Routes (in None. Activity not available.
Park) - self -drive or
guided

None.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

None. Activity not available.

None.

Management

Management facilities not listed Management facilities not
above.
listed above.
1
x
8
multi-roomed
staff Fire
Standby
Team
accommodation unit.
Accommodation
Facility
Development.

MANAGEMENT UNIT: GARDEN CASTLE: BUSHMAN’S NEK ENTRANCE (3.1 GC-BN)
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
PRIORITY
Garden Castle (Bushman’s Nek): New Activities
No new activities envisaged.

None.

Garden Castle (Bushman’s Nek): Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation

Gate house information centre.

3.1 GC-BN- 01:
Establish a stone information centre at the
main gate house complex.

2

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network (Including Giant’s
Cup Hiking Trail).
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network.

1
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3.1 GC-BN- 02:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation or
extension projects where necessary.

1

3.1 GC-BN- 03:
Investigate “right of way” corridor legal
framework, formulate specific policy and
as appropriate develop a specific
maintenance
and
rehabilitation
programme or upgrade of the “trail” to
manage for high intensity use by various
user groups.

1

Link
overnight
trails
with 3.1 GC-BN- 04:
Sehlabathebe National Park in Plan and implement linked overnight trail
Lesotho.
with Sehlabathebe National Park and
contribute
to
Transfrontier
Park
management plan in this regard.

2

Develop a specific maintenance and
rehabilitation programme required
for “right of way” corridor to
Lesotho.

Trails with hutted accommodation
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network
(included above).

1

Hutted Accommodation
General maintenance of Bushman’s 3.1 GC-BN- 05:
Nek hut.
 Ensure that Bushman’s Nek hut is
scheduled for general maintenance.
 Re-thatch the Bushman Nek Hut roof.

2

Visits to cultural sites
Implement
relevant 3.1 GC-BN- 06:
recommendations from new Cultural Implement relevant recommendations
Heritage Management Plan.
from new Cultural Heritage Management
Plan.

2

Garden Castle (Bushman’s Nek): Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Establish permanent reception /
information / interpretation office.

3.1 GC-BN- 07:
In accordance with the new site plan, plan,
construct and operationalize permanent
reception / information /interpretation
office (This project is awaiting funding).

2
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Fire Standby Team Accommodation
Facility Development.

3.1 GC-BN- 08:
To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of
current ablutions to house seasonal fire
fighting staff and standby teams on site to
ensure operational effectiveness during
fire season to ensure compliance with the
UDP Fire Protocol.

2
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Table 2: Garden Castle
MANAGEMENT UNIT: GARDEN CASTLE (3.1 GC)
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

EXISTING FACILITIES LINKED TO
ACTIVITIES

Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Steel and wire entrance gate
without cattle grid.
 Staffed access control point at
reception/office/curio shop
complex.
 Staffed visitor information
facilities at reception.
 Day visitor facilities – parking,
water, toilets and six picnic
sites with braai places and
tables / benches.

Day walks,
wilderness trails
and overnight
hikes along
existing trail
network

 Network of hiking trails
(approx. 207 km).
 Informal camping, and
overnighting in caves:
- Wilsons Cave (max. 12
persons)
- Bushman’s Cave (max. 12
persons)
- Tomatu Cave (max. 12
persons )
- Fun Cave (max. 12 persons)
- Verkyker Cave (max. 4
persons).
- Engagement Cave (max. 2
persons).
- Pillar Cave (max. 12 persons).
- Sleeping Beauty Cave (max.
12 persons).
- Mashai Cave (max. 2
persons).
- Goats Cave (Max. 12
persons).
- Lammergeyer Cave (Max. 12
persons).
- Tarn Cave (max. 12 persons).
- Halfway Cave (max. 4
persons).
 Access to High Berg along

PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
 Upgrade entrance gate and
install cattle grid.
 Establish a stone information
centre at the main gate house
complex.

Annually audit and maintain trail
network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
(facilities and infrastructure).
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certain passes.
Trails for people
with disabilities

None. Activity not available.

Trails with
hutted
accommodation

Portion of Giant’s Cup Hiking Trail Annually audit and maintain trail
with day three hut (Winterhoek) network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
and day four hut (Swimans).
(facilities and infrastructure).

Camping /
caravan site

Campsite with 10 sites – Ablution
block, hot and cold water, scullery
and refrigeration facilities but no
electrical plug points.

Campsite ablution needs upgrading
with additional toilets and showers
and roofed boma with communal
fireplace.

Hutted
accommodation

None. Activity not available.

None.

Birding

Activity does take place but no None.
specific facilities are available.

Climbing

None.

 Rhino Peak - six pegged routes. None.
 Outer Mashai Fang - two
pegged routes.
 The Monk - one bolt / anchor
route.

Cycling

Along formal road / vehicle track None.
system only. No specific mountain
bike routes.

Fly-fishing

Activity does take place but no None.
specific facilities are available.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to cultural
sites

Sites are visited by the public on an
ad-hoc basis. There are no guided
visits to these sites. Unmarked
routes to sites exist but no fixed
structures are in place.

New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management Plan to specify
development of any cultural tourism
facilities throughout the Park. It is
likely
that
formal
tourist
development of cultural sites in this
area will not occur.

Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

 Hardened surface - suitable for
sedan vehicles:
- 4 km.
 Gravel surface - suitable for
sedan vehicles:
- 800 m.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

 Road needs to be resurfaced.
 Concrete strips for gravel road.

None.
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Events

None. Activity not available.

Management

Management facilities not listed
above.
 1 x OiC residence.
 9 x 4 multi-room accommodation
units with communal
kitchen/lounge.
 Fire lookout.
 Workshop / Sergeant’s
accommodation.
 Stables/single room
accommodation.
 Squaredawel - visiting staff
quarters.
 Carport / storeroom.

None.
Management facilities not listed
above.
 9 x 4 bed multi-room
accommodation units with
communal kitchen/lounge need
to be redesigned and re-built.
 All other management
infrastructure needs upgrading /
maintenance.
 Fire Standby Team
Accommodation Facility
Development.

MANAGEMENT UNIT: GARDEN CASTLE (3.1 GC)
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
Garden Castle: New Activities
No new activities envisaged.

PRIORITY

None.

Garden Castle: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Upgrade entrance gate.

3.1 GC- 01
Install cattle grid and remove boom.

2

3.1 GC- 02
Establish a stone information centre at
the main gate house complex.

2

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network (Including
Giant’s Cup Hiking Trail).
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain
network.

and
trail

3.1 GC - 03:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation
or extension projects where necessary.

1

2

Trails with hutted accommodation
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network
(included above).

1
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Camping / caravan site
Upgrade campsite ablution with
additional toilets and showers and
roofed boma with communal
fireplace.

3.1 GC – 04:
Plan and implement the upgrade of the
campsite ablution block with additional
toilets and showers – also construction of
a roofed boma with communal fireplace.

2

Visits to cultural sites
Implement
relevant 3.1 GC – 06:
recommendations from new Cultural Implement relevant recommendations
Heritage Management Plan.
from new Cultural Heritage Management
Plan.

2

Vehicle Routes (self-drive or guide)
Upgrade roads.

3.1 GC – 07:
Reseal 8 km of tar road including the
access road to Garden Castle.

2

Garden Castle: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Possible threat to water supplies from 3.1 GC- 08:
increased human activity in area.
Have water supplies checked for pollution
and implement recommended options
for pollution prevention as well as
purifying water supplies.

1

Reception office and curio shop needs 3.1 CG – 09:
upgrade and renovation.
Specify reception office and curio shop
upgrades and renovation and place on
schedule.

2

3.1 CG – 10:
To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of
current ablutions to house seasonal fire
fighting staff and standby teams on site
to ensure operational effectiveness
during fire season to ensure compliance
with the UDP Fire Protocol.

2
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Table 3: Cobham (Including Sani Pass)
MANAGEMENT UNIT: COBHAM (INCLUDING SANI PASS) [3.1 CHM]
RANGE OF
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND
ACTIVITIES
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
FOCUS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Public entrance node
- Access, reception
and recreation.

 Steel and wire entrance gate
without cattle grid. Entry
boom at reception office.
 Staffed access control point
facility at reception / office /
curio shop complex.
 Staffed visitor information
facilities at reception.
 Day visitor facilities –
parking, water, toilets and
three picnic sites with braai
places.

 Upgrade entrance gate.
 Upgrade day visitor ablutions
providing for toilets as well as
showers with hot and cold water.
 For day visitors – promote access
to riverine area through providing
informal picnicking areas.
 Establish a stone information
centre at the main gate house
complex.

Management vehicle access routeNone.
to Mzimkhulwana Hut.
Sani Pass public through-road
to Lesotho with no Park
control point on South African
Park boundary except for
Lesotho Border Control on
international
and
Park
boundary.
South
African
Border Control situated in
Park.

Day walks,
wilderness trails and
overnight hikes
along existing trail
network

 Network of hiking trails
(approx. 182 km).
 Informal camping, and
overnighting in caves:
- Gorge Cave (Max. 2 persons).
- Pholela Cave (Max. 12
persons).
- Spectacle Cave (Max. 8
persons).
- Gxalingenwa Cave (Max. 12

 Project underway to re-locate the
South African Border Control Post
closer (500 m) to Park Boundary.
 Imminent relocation of border
post offers opportunity for
interpretation
and
visitor
information centre (partnership
with TKZN), as Gateway to WHS,
Lesotho & to KZN.
 Consider merits of certain
activities running out from the
border post, including the option
of relocating the start of the
Giant’s Cup Hiking Trail.
Annually audit and maintain trail
network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
(facilities and infrastructure).
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persons).
- Nutcracker Cave (Max. 6
persons).
- Lakes Cave (Max. 12 persons).
- Weaver Cave (Max. 10
persons).
- Chameleon Cave (Max. 10
persons).
- Venice Cave (Max. 8 persons
[2 caves with 4 persons
each]).
 Access to High Berg along
certain passes.
Trails for people with None. Activity not available.
disabilities

Potential for 1 km wheelchair trail at
Cobham.

Trails with hutted
accommodation

Portion of Giant’s Cup Hiking Annually audit and maintain trail
Trail with day one hut (Pholela - network as per IMP
RN 5) and day two hut
(Mzimkhulwana -RN 4).

Camping / caravan
site

Campsite with 20 sites (max. 120
persons) – Ablution block, hot
and cold water but no electrical
plug points.

Hutted
accommodation

Mkomazana Backpackers (The Private land – possible partnership
Holm) – Private land surrounded with landowners or Purchase land
by Park.
and possible development of a KZN
Wildlife / partnerships hutted camp.

Birding

Activity does take place but no None.
specific facilities are available.

Climbing

Cool Split Banana - two bolted
routes. French Wench - one
bolted route.

Cycling

Along formal road / vehicle track
system
only.
No
specific
mountain bike routes.

Fly-fishing

Low-key
activity
–
not
sufficiently productive river. No
associated facilities.

Horse Trails

None.

Visits to cultural sites

 Most sites are visited by the
public on an ad-hoc basis
with no guided visits to

Ablutions
need
upgrading
appropriately for the 20 sites with hot
and cold water, toilets, showers,
scullery and washing up facilities and
roofed boma with communal
fireplace.

None.
 The new UDP WHS Cultural
Heritage Management Plan to
specify development of any
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Vehicle Routes (in
Park) - self -drive or
guided

these sites. Unmarked
routes to sites exist but no
fixed structures are in place.
 iKhanti shelter is formally
opened to visitors but they
need to be accompanied by
an Amafa accredited
custodian.

cultural
tourism
facilities
throughout the Park.
 The access route to iKhanti
shelter must be formalised and
an agreement with the Sani Pass
Hotel must be made to formalise
access by their guests.
 Sipongweni shelter is a declared
National
Monument
and
therefore will probably be
highlighted in the above plan for
special attention.
 Formal tourist development to be
implemented at Good Hope 1
and 2 shelters and will be linked
to the new SA border post
development at Sani Pass.

 Hardened surface –
suitable for sedan vehicles
- 1 km.
 Gravel surface – suitable for
sedan vehicles (when in
good repair) - 19 km (Sani
Pass road – not
responsibility of Ezemvelo
KZN Wildlife).

None.
Sani Pass Drive: Consider vehicle laybyes
for
viewpoints
and
interpretation of the area.

Conferences

Activity not available.

None.

Events

Sani Pass – Sani Stagger (run)
and Transfrontier Mountain Bike
Race (Nov. - Dec each year). Not
organised by EKZNW.

None.

Management

Management facilities not listed Management facilities not listed
above.
above.
 1 x Conservation Manager
 Makhakhe and Khulula Field
Residence.
Ranger outposts to be
demolished with Sani border post
 1 x OiC residence.
relocation and development.
 10 x Multi-room staff
 Upgrade all other management
accommodation.
facilities at Cobham.
 2 x Field ranger outposts
 Fire Standby Team
(Makhakhe and Khulula).
Accommodation Facility
 Stables.
Development.
 Workshop.
 Weather station.
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MANAGEMENT UNIT: COBHAM (INCLUDING SANI PASS) [3.1 CHM]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECT
Cobham: New Activities
Trail for people with disabilities.

PRIORITY

See Action Project 3.1 CHM – 06 below.

Cobham: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Upgrade day visitor ablutions.

Gate house information centre.

Capitalize on the relocation of the Sani
Pass Border Post to provide an UDP WHS
interpretation and visitor information
centre (partnership with TKZN), as
gateway to UDP WHS, Lesotho & to KZN.
Rehabilitate old sites after demolition of
buildings.

3.1 CHM – 01:
Upgrade day visitor ablutions providing
for toilets as well as showers with hot
and cold water.

1

3.1 CHM – 02:
Establish a stone information centre at
the main gate house complex.

2

3.1 CHM – 03:
Initiate the finalisation of detailed
planning for the relocation of the Sani
Pass Border Post and UDP WHS
entrance facility (with administration,
interpretation and visitor information
centres as well as research facilities) in
co-ordination with other role players
and implement.

1

3.1 CHM – 04:
Plan and implement the demolition of
the buildings on the old border post site
(including the field ranger outpost) and
the rehabilitation of the site.

1

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network (Including Giant’s
Cup Hiking Trail).
Annually audit and maintain trail network.

IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network.

1

3.1 CHM - 05:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation or
extension projects where necessary.

2

Trails for people with disabilities.
Develop wheelchair trail.

3.1 CHM - 06:
Develop an approximately
wheelchair trail.

km

2

IMP
Table
6.12
(Facilities
and
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network
(included above).

1

1

Trails with hutted accommodation – Giant’s Cup Hiking Trail
Annually audit and maintain trail network.
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Upgrade the status and management of 3.1 CHM - 07: (See also 3.1 GC-BN - 03 &
the Giant’s Cup Hiking Trail.
3.1 GC - 04)
Re-route the Giant’s Cup Trail to start
from the new border post.

2

Hutted accommodation
Investigate possibilities with Mkomazana 3.1 CHM - 08:
Backpackers (The Holm) private land site.
Investigate the possibilities to purchase
The Holm or operate hutted camp in
partnership with owner.

3

Visits to cultural sites
Implement relevant recommendations 3.1 CHM - 09:
from new Cultural Heritage Management Implement relevant recommendations
Plan.
from new Cultural Heritage Management
Plan.

2

3.1 CHM - 10:
The access route to iKhanti shelter must
be formalised and an agreement with the
Sani Pass Hotel must be arranged to
formalise access by their guests.

1

3.1 CHM - 11:
Formalise tourist access to Good Hope 1
and 2 shelters and link to new SA border
post development along Sani Pass road.

1

Cobham: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Upgrade all management facilities.

3.1 CHM - 12:
 Place management facilities on
schedule for upgrading, repairs and
renovation.
 Renovate
stables
and
staff
accommodation.

2

3.1 CHM - 13:
Demolish Makhakhe and Khulula field
ranger outposts with Sani border post
relocation and development. Also
rehabilitate footprints of buildings.

2

3.1 CHM - 14:
Rebuilt Mzimkhulwana
footbridge.

hut

3

3.1 CHM - 15:
Built appropriate footbridge over
Gwalingena river once the new Sani Pass
Border Post site has been confirmed.

3

hiking
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3.1 CHM - 16:
To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of
current ablutions to house seasonal fire
fighting staff and standby teams on site
to ensure operational effectiveness
during fire season to ensure compliance
with the UDP Fire Protocol.

2
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Table 4: Vergelegen.
MANAGEMENT UNIT: VERGELEGEN [3.1.VGN]
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

EXISTING FACILITIES
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES

PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT

Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Old steel and wire
entrance gate with
cattle grid.
 No access control point.
 Day visitor facilities –
parking, water, and use
of staff toilet facilities in
office complex.

 Promote Vergelegen tourism area as
a “rustic” experience in terms of
access and facilities available.
 Development of four picnic sites and
parking along the river.
 Establish a stone information centre
at the main gate house complex.

Day walks,
wilderness trails
and overnight
hikes along
existing trail
network

 Network of hiking trails
(approx. 153 km).
 Informal trail camping
and overnighting in
caves
- Kaula Cave (Max. 6
persons).
- Mlahlangubo Cave
(Max. 6 persons).
- Birds Nest Cave
(Max. 8 persons).
 Access to High Berg
along certain passes.

Annually audit and maintain trail
network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
(facilities and infrastructure).

Trails for people
with disabilities

None. Activity not available.

None.

Trails with hutted
accommodation

None. Activity not available.

None.

Camping / caravan Rustic campsite with approx.
site
10 sites – Mown lawn with
water provided. Ablutions
100 m away at office. Hot
and cold water but no
electrical plug points.

Construction of a separate aesthetically
acceptable and rustic ablution block at
campsite with seven sites would be a
more acceptable arrangement.

Hutted
accommodation

None. Activity not available.

None

Birding

Activity does take place but None.
no specific facilities are
available.

Climbing

Ngaqamadolo Cleft - one None.
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shoulder / nut route.
Cycling

Along formal road / track None.
system only. No specific
mountain bike routes.

Fly-fishing

Activity does take place but None.
no specific facilities are
available.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to cultural
sites

Sites are visited by the
public on an ad-hoc basis.
There are no guided visits to
these
sites.
Unmarked
routes to sites exist but no
fixed structures are in place.

New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management Plan to specify development
of any cultural tourism facilities
throughout the Park. It is unlikely that
formal tourist development of cultural
sites in this area will take place.

Vehicle Routes (in
Park) - self -drive
or guided

Gravel surface - not always
suitable for a sedan vehicles
- 8 km (entrance road).

 Develop concrete strip road along
entire entrance road.
 Regular maintenance needed.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

None. Activity not available.

None.

Management

Management facilities not Management facilities not listed above.
listed above.
 Staff accommodation and cooking area
 1 x OiC residence.
at office is unsatisfactory –needs to be
separated.
 3 x multi-room
accommodation units.
 Redesign and upgrade office complex.
 Office/Store/Staff
 Upgrade
and
increase
staff
accommodation
accommodation units to four.
complex.
 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
Facility Development.
Burnera field ranger outpost Upgrade Burnera field ranger outpost and
and concrete strip the access concrete strip the access road to the
road to the outpost.
outpost.
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MANAGEMENT UNIT: VERGELEGEN [3.1.VGN]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECT
Vergelegen: New Activities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Picnicking at river.

PRIORITY

See 3.1 VGN -02 below.
3.1 VGN - 01:
Establish a stone information centre at
the main gate house complex.

2

Vergelegen: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Develop four picnic sites and parking 3.1 VGN - 02:
facilities at river.
Plan and provide four picnic sites and
parking facilities at river.

1

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail
network.

IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail
network.

and

3.1 VGN - 03:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation
or extension projects where necessary.

1

2

Visits to cultural sites
Implement relevant recommendations
from new Cultural Heritage
Management Plan.

3.1 VGN - 04:
Implement relevant recommendations
from new Cultural Heritage Management
Plan.

2

Camping / Caravan Site
Develop a rustic ablution block at
campsite.

Formalise seven (7) sites for campsites.

3.1 VGN - 05:
Plan and implement the construction of
an aesthetically acceptable ablution block
at the campsite. Install male and female
facilities with showers, toilets, hand
basins as well as hot (gas) and cold water.

1

3.1 VGN - 06:
Level and formalise seven campsites with
braai stands.

1

Vehicle Routes in Park – self-drive or guided
Improve road conditions.

3.1 VGN – 07:
Ensure more frequent maintenance of
roads.

2
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3.1 VGN – 08:
Develop concrete strips along 4 km of the
road to Burnera outpost.

2

Vergelegen: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Upgrade
and
increase
staff
accommodation units to four. Lessen
visual impact of staff accommodation
and associated infrastructure on visitor
experience (sense of arrival).

Upgrade office complex.

3.1 VGN – 09:
Upgrade
and
increase
staff
accommodation units to four and cease
providing an accommodation unit and
cooking area at office complex. Attention
must be paid to redecorating with an
outside colour scheme that would assist
with visual screening. Suitable indigenous
vegetation planting must also be
undertaken to further assist with visual
screening.

2

3.1 VGN –10:
Redesign and upgrade office complex.

2

Other areas
Burnera red brick buildings in serious
decay, inappropriate visual impact for
WHS (hikers to eMahoshiya Ridge)
(unless
of
significant
historical
importance
and
options
for
restoration). Being assessed by Amafa.
Need to replace with newly built
outpost.

3.1 VGN – 11:
Obtain Burnera structure assessment
from Amafa as soon as possible. Based
on the assessment, a decision must be
taken
regarding
options
for
infrastructure at this site, then plan and
implement together with upgrade of
concrete strip access road.
3.1 VGN – 12:
To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of
current ablutions to house seasonal fire
fighting staff and standby teams on site
to ensure operational effectiveness
during fire season to ensure compliance
with the UDP Fire Protocol.

1

2
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Table 5: Lotheni.
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

MANAGEMENT UNIT: LOTHENI [3.1 LTI]
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Steel and wire entrance gate
without cattle grid.
 Staffed access control point facility
in Park 400 m from entrance.
 Staffed reception / office / curio
shop complex.
 Staffed visitor information facilities
at reception.
 Day visitor facilities – parking,
water, toilets, 9 x picnic sites with
communal braai facility and four
concrete tables and benches as well
as museum.
 Unstaffed visitor information lapa.

 Access control point to be
moved to Park boundary and
upgraded to staffed access
control facility (Applied for
Poverty Relief funding).
 Cattle grid needed on road
on Park boundary.
 Consider development of
appropriate upgraded day
visitor facilities.
 Consider option of providing
Eskom
power to this
management unit.
 Establish a stone information
centre at the main gate
house complex.

Day walks,
wilderness trails
and overnight
hikes along
existing trail
network

 Network of hiking trails (approx.
171 km).
 Informal camping, and overnighting
in caves
- Ash Cave (Max. 4 persons).
- Yellowwood Cave (Max. 6
persons).
 Access to High Berg along certain
passes.

 Annually audit and maintain
trail network as per IMP
Table 6.10.1 (facilities and
infrastructure).
 Need for the development of
shorter day walk circular
trails.

Trails for people
with disabilities

None. Activity not available.

None.

Trails with
hutted
accommodation

None. Activity not available.

None.

Camping /
caravan site

Campsite with 14 sites – Ablution block,
hot and cold water but no electrical
plug, plus mountain hut (1 x 2 bed selfcatering accommodation unit).

Upgrade and renovation of
ablution block, construct roofed
boma / lapa and shade ports.
General planting of suitable
indigenous vegetation around
campsites is necessary to
provide better screening of
campsite.
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Hutted
accommodation

 Hutted camp
- 2 x 6 bed self-catering
accommodation units.
- 12 x 3 bed self-catering
accommodation units.
- Central entertainment area.
- Simes “rustic” Cottage (1 x 10
bed self-catering
accommodation unit).

Redesign,
upgrade
and
renovation of hutted camp.

Climbing

Informal – no fixed devices.

None.

Cycling

Along formal road / track system only. None.
No specific mountain bike routes.

Fly-fishing

 Activity does take place but no None.
specific facilities are available.
 Exclusive fishing rights to residents
of Simes Cottage at dam next to
cottage. Dam stocked monthly with
trout.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to cultural
sites

Sites are visited by the public on an adhoc basis. There are no guided visits to
these sites. Unmarked routes to sites
exist but no fixed structures are in
place.

New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management Plan to specify
development of any cultural
tourism facilities throughout the
Park. It is likely that formal
tourist development of cultural
sites in this area will not occur.

Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

 Hardened surface – suitable for
sedan vehicles:
 4 km.
 Gravel surface – suitable for sedan
vehicles:
 2 km.
 Jeep tracks or gravel road only
suitable for raised vehicle or 4x4:
 11 Km.

 Curbing needed to prevent
tar breaking up on edges of
the road.
 Concrete strips needed along
entire 2 km section.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

None. Activity not available.

None.
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Management

Management facilities not listed
above.
 OiC Residence and Office.
 Hospitality Manager House / Relief
staff/ laundry complex.
 Stables / Staff accommodation /
Museum / Staff quarters
sqaredawel complex.
 Workshop / Staff multi-roomed
accommodation unit.
 Multi-roomed (camp) staff
accommodation / workshop.
 Linen storeroom at camp.

Management facilities not listed
above.
 All management
infrastructure in need of
upgrading.
 Fire Standby Team
Accommodation Facility
Development.

Duart Castle field ranger outpost / Old Need new Field Ranger outpost
Stone Farmhouse.
at Surprise.
Zwelele field ranger outpost ruin.

Zwelele Field Ranger outpost
needs to be demolished and
materials removed and site
rehabilitated.

MANAGEMENT UNIT: LOTHENI [3.1 LTI]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
Lotheni: New Activities
No new activities envisaged.

PRIORITY

None.

Lotheni: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Relocate access control point
boundary and upgrade gate.

3.1 LTI - 01:
Relocate and upgrade control point to
boundary and provide staffed access
facility with a cattle grid.

2

3.1 LTI - 02:
Establish a stone information centre at
the main gate house complex.

2

Upgrade and maintain day visitor 3.1 LTI - 03:
facilities.
Upgrade and maintain day visitor
facilities.

2

Provide Eskom power to this Zone.

to

3.1 LTI - 04:
Apply for the installation of Eskom to
this Zone. Power line to be considered
carefully in terms of aesthetic
considerations.

2
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Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain
network.

and
trail

3.1 LTI - 05:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation
or extension projects where necessary shorter circular day trails from Zone TPA
7 to be planned.

1

2

Camping / caravan site
Upgrade and renovate campsite
infrastructure.

3.1 LTI - 06:
Upgrade and renovation of ablution
block, construct roofed boma / lapa and
shade ports. General planting of
suitable indigenous vegetation around
campsites is necessary to provide better
screening of campsite.

3

Hutted accommodation
Redesign, upgrade
hutted camp.

and

renovate

3.1 LTI - 07:
Redesign, upgrade and renovation of
hutted camp.

2

Visits to cultural sites
Implement relevant recommendations
from new Cultural Heritage
Management Plan.

3.1 LTI - 08:
Implement relevant recommendations
from
new
Cultural
Heritage
Management Plan.

2

Vehicle Routes (Guided or self-guided)
Develop and maintain hardened
surfaces on all roads.

3.1 LTI - 09:
Provide curbing along tar road to
prevent the edges breaking up.

3.1 LTI - 10:
Provide concrete strips on 2km of
entrance road.
Lotheni: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Provide field
Surprise.

ranger

outpost

at 3.1 LTI - 11:
Plan and construct new field ranger
outpost at Surprise.

1

2

1
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All management infrastructure needs 3.1 LTI - 12:
repair and maintenance.
 Place all management infrastructure
on a scheduled repair and
maintenance schedule. Suitable
indigenous vegetation planting must
be undertaken to assist with visual
screening of staff accommodation
and other management
infrastructure.
 To develop a permanent
accommodation facility coupled with
the upgrade of current ablutions to
house seasonal fire fighting staff and
standby teams on site to ensure
operational effectiveness during fire
season to ensure compliance with
the UDP Fire Protocol.
Demolish Zwelele field ranger outpost.

3.1 LTI – 13:
Demolish Zwelele field ranger outpost,
remove materials and rehabilitate site.

2

2
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Table 6: uMkhomazi
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

uMKHOMAZI MANAGEMENT UNIT: [3.1 MHI]
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
FOCUS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Steel and wire entrance gate
with stone wall without cattle
grid.
 Staffed access control point at
office complex.
 Day visitor facilities – parking,
water and toilets.

 This management unit and
entrance point needs to be
investigated for its tourist potential.
Probably highly dependent on
Himeville / Nottingham Road road
upgrade.
 Day visitor toilets need upgrading.
 Consider locating a site and
installing five picnic and braai
facilities for day visitors.
 Establish a stone information
centre at the main gate house
complex.

Day walks,
wilderness
trails and
overnight hikes
along existing
trail network

 Network of hiking trails
(approx. 42 km).
 Informal
camping,
and
overnighting in caves:
- McKenzies Cave (Max.12
persons).
- Cypress Cave (Max. 6
persons).
 Access to High Berg along
certain passes.

Annually audit and maintain trail
network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
(facilities and infrastructure).

Trails for
people with
disabilities

None. Activity not available.

None.

Trails with
None. Activity not available.
hutted
accommodation

None.

Camping /
caravan site

None. Activity not available.

Hutted
None.
accommodation

This management unit and entrance
point needs to be investigated for its
tourist potential. Investigate the
feasibility of a campsite with ten sites.
None.

Birding

Activity does take place but no None.
specific facilities are available.

Climbing

Informal – no fixed devices.

Cycling

Along formal road / track system None.
only. No specific mountain bike

None.
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routes.
Fly-fishing

None. Activity not available.

None.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to
cultural sites

Sites are visited by the public on
an ad-hoc basis. There are no
guided visits to these sites.
Unmarked routes to sites exist
but no fixed structures are in
place.

New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management
Plan
to
specify
development of any cultural tourism
facilities throughout the Park. It is
unlikely
that
formal
tourist
development of cultural sites in this
area will take place.

Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

 Gravel surface– suitable for
sedan vehicles when in good
condition
 2.5 km – approximately 500
m has cement strips.

Consider providing the whole entrance
route with cement strips.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

None.

None.

Management

Management facilities not listed
above.
 Office / Storerooms /
Workshop / Barn / Garages
complex.
 1 x OiC residence.
 3 x Multi-roomed staff
accommodation units.
 1 x Rondawel for visiting staff
quarters.
 2 x Granaries and milking
shed (of historical value) used
as stables.

Management facilities not listed
above.
 Repair and renovate Office /
Storerooms / Workshop / Barn /
Garages complex.
 Staff accommodation needs urgent
re-design and upgrade.
 Conservation Manager residence
needs upgrading.
 Rondawel for visiting staff quarters
needs repair and renovation and
refurnishing.
 Maintain 2 x Granaries and milking
shed as historic buildings.
 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
Facility Development.
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uMKHOMAZI MANAGEMENT UNIT: [3.1 MHI]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
uMkhomazi: New Activities
General

PRIORITY

Investigate the development of a Tourism See Action Project 3.1 MHI - 01 below:
development Node and the management
unit for its tourism potential within the
framework of the UDP WHS Zonation Plan.
uMkhomazi: Tourism Facilities
General
Investigate the development of a Tourism
Development Node and the management
unit for its tourism potential within the
framework of the UDP WHS Zonation Plan.

3.1 MHI - 01:
Undertake a feasibility study on the
tourism
development
potential
(activities and facilities) for this node
within the framework of the UDP WHS
Zonation Plan. If potential is
demonstrated, produce a spatial
development framework for this zone.

3

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail network. IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail
network.

1

3.1 MHI - 02 :
Plan
and
implement
trail
rationalisation or extension projects
where necessary.

2

Camping /caravan site
Undertake a feasibility study with respect 3.1 MHI - 03 :
to providing campsite in this zone.
Depending on the outcome of 3.1 MHI
– 01 continue with a detailed
feasibility study for a campsite. Plan
and implement if favourable.

3

Visits to cultural sites
Implement relevant recommendations
from new Cultural Heritage Management
Plan.

3.1 MHI - 04:
Implement relevant recommendations
from new Cultural Heritage
Management Plan.

2

Vehicle routes (Guided and self-guided)
Improve surface of gravel entrance road.

3.1 MHI - 05:
Construct concrete strips along entire
entrance route.

2
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uMkhomazi: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
All management infrastructure need
repair and renovation.

3.1 MHI - 06:
Place all management infrastructure
on schedule for repair and renovation.

2

3.1 MHI - 07:
Establish a stone information centre at
the main gate house complex.

2

3.1 MHI - 08:
To
develop
a
permanent
accommodation facility coupled with
the upgrade of current ablutions to
house seasonal fire fighting staff and
standby teams on site to ensure
operational effectiveness during fire
season to ensure compliance with the
UDP Fire Protocol.

2
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Table 7: Kamberg (Including Stillerus)
MANAGEMENT UNIT: KAMBERG (INCLUDING STILLERUS) [3.1 KBG]
RANGE OF
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES ANDFOCUS FOR FUTURE
ACTIVITIES
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPMENT
Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Cattle grid on entrance road
on boundary.
 Main entrance gate consists
of swinging boom gate and
stone / thatch sentry box
(not in use).
 Staffed access control point
facility reception / shop.
 Day visitor facilities:
- Three picnic sites, at dams (4
braai places and tables), at
entrance gate (9 braai places
and tables) and at the old
hatchery (4 braai places and
tables).
- Parking near dams.
- Two toilets blocks, at dam
picnic site and at entrance
gate picnic site.
- Fish cleaning site at dams.
- Curio shop at reception.
 Staffed visitor information
facilities – at camp and the
dams.
 Kamberg
Rock
Art
Interpretation Centre, tea
room and toilets.

 Focus on rock art experience as a
central activity.
Promote other
activities to add value to the
Kamberg rock art experience. (A
funding application to develop a
business plan for the Kamberg Rock
Art Centre has been compiled and is
being submitted to potential
funders).
 Public toilets are needed at the
camp for day visitors.
 Day visitor facilities in need of repair
and renovation.
 Establish a stone information centre
at the main gate house complex.

 Stillerus entrance wire gate
(open 24 hrs.) without cattle
grid.
 Public
through-road
entrance gate with cattle
grid at each end.
 Unstaffed access points.

Upgrade public through-road entrance
gates and cattle grid at each end.

Day walks,
 Network of hiking trails
wilderness trails
(approx. 34,2 km).
and overnight
 Informal camping, and
hikes along
overnighting in caves:
existing trail
- Sinclairs Cave (Max. 6
network
persons).
 Access to High Berg along

Annually audit and maintain trail
network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
(facilities and infrastructure).
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certain passes.
Trails for people Old dysfunctional trail for visually
with disabilities and mobility impaired persons
(500 m) along the Mooi River
near entrance gate.

This trail is not suitable as a trail for
visually-impaired persons (monotonous)
but can be upgraded for mobility
impaired persons – old galvanized rails
to be removed.

Trails with
None. Activity not available.
hutted
accommodation

None.

Camping /
Caravan Site

Potential to convert gate picnic site to a
campsite with 10 sites.

None. Activity not available.

Hutted
Stillerus House (8 x bed, self- Rebuilt staff accommodation at Stillerust
accommodation catering accommodation unit – with multi-room building.
no electricity).
Hutted camp
- 1 x 6 bed self-catering
accommodation unit.
- 5 x 2 bed self-catering
accommodation unit.
- 1 x 2 bed self-catering
accommodation unit.
- Rock Art Manager’s
accommodation
(temporarily available).
- Camp lounge / TV room.
Birding

Activity does take place but no
specific facilities are available.

None.

Climbing

Informal – no fixed devices.

None.

Cycling

Along formal road / track system None.
only. No specific mountain bike
routes.

Horse Trails

None.

Visits to cultural Game Pass Shelter (fenced off)
sites
with a dedicated route – guided
visits with Amafa accredited
custodians only.

None.
New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management
Plan
to
specify
management or development of cultural
tourism facilities.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

None. Activity not available.

None.
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Management

Management facilities not listed Management facilities not listed above.
above.
 Multi-roomed staff accommodation
 Disused trout hatchery.
unit needs to be re-designed and
upgraded to 14 units.
 1 x OiC residence.
 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
 1 x Hospitality Manager
Facility Development.
House.
 1 x 4 bed squaredawel
accommodation unit for
visiting staff.
 1 x multi-roomed staff
accommodation unit and old
dog kennels.
 1 x Office / workshop
/stables complex.
 1 x Honorary Officers
accommodation.
Stillerus field ranger outpost (3 x
rondawels, 1 x kitchen, garage
and stone historic building –
empty).

MANAGEMENT UNIT: KAMBERG (INCLUDING STILLERUS) [3.1 KBG]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECT

PRIORITY

Kamberg: New Activities
Trail for people with disabilities.

See Action Project 3.1 KBG - 06 below.
Kamberg: Tourism Facilities
General

In view of the existing and proposed
developments in these zones, a
detailed
spatial
development
framework is required prior to any
new development being initiated.

3.1 KBG - 01:
Compile
a
spatial
development
framework for the Kamberg TPA 9 & 10
zones that incorporates existing and
proposed development.

1
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Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Entrance gates and cattle grids at 3.1 KBG - 02:
both ends of the public road at  Upgrade entrance gates and cattle
Stillerus need upgrading.
grids at both ends of the public road
at Stillerus.
 Establish a stone information centre
at the main gate house complex.

1

Public toilets are needed at hutted 3.1 KBG - 03:
camp for day-visitors.
Construct public toilets at hutted camp
for day visitors.

2

Day visitor facilities need repair and 3.1 KBG - 04:
renovation.
Place day visitor facilities on schedule for
prioritised repair and renovation.

2

Built stables.

3.1 KBG - 05:
Complete the construction of stables.

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail
network.

IMP Action Project 6.10.1 (facilities and
infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail
network.

1

3.1 KBG - 06:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation
or extension projects where necessary.

2

Trails for people with disabilities
Develop a trail for people with 3.1 KBG - 07:
disabilities.
Investigate feasibility and if feasible, plan
and implement upgrade of existing trail
for people in wheelchairs.

2

Camping / caravan site
Develop a campsite at Kamberg.

3.1 KBG - 08:
Investigate the feasibility of converting
the gate picnic site to a campsite with ten
sites. If feasible, plan and implement.

2

Hutted accommodation.
Renovate and redecorate Stillerus
house hutted accommodation.

3.1 KBG - 09:
Rebuilt staff accommodation at Stillerust
with multi-room building.

3

Visits to cultural sites.
Implement relevant
recommendations from new Cultural
Heritage Management Plan.

3.1 KBG - 10:
Implement relevant recommendations
from new Cultural Heritage Management
Plan.

2
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Kamberg: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Reduce where possible the visual 3.1 KBG - 11:
impacts of all built infrastructure on Reduce visual impact of all built
the visitor experience.
infrastructure on the visitor experience
through appropriate exterior colour
schemes, physical screens or planting
indigenous vegetation.

1

Multi-roomed staff accommodation 3.1 KBG - 12:
needs improvement.
Redesign and upgrade 14 x multi-roomed
staff accommodation.

2

3.1 KBG - 12:
To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of
current ablutions to house seasonal fire
fighting staff and standby teams on site
to ensure operational effectiveness
during fire season to ensure compliance
with the UDP Fire Protocol.

2
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Table 8: Highmoor
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

MANAGEMENT UNIT: HIGHMOOR [3.1 HMR]
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR FUTURE
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPMENT

Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Entrance with no gate and
without cattle grid.
 Staffed access control point
at reception office.
 Day visitor facilities –
parking, water, toilets and
picnic sites three braai
places.

 Install cattle grid at entrance gate.
 Re-evaluate access control point for
more affective visitor management.
 A spatial development framework is
needed for Zone TPA 11 before
attention can be given to specific
activities
and
upgrading
of
infrastructure. Attention needs to be
given
to
“sense
of
place”
considerations and aesthetic impacts.
 Until Highmoor SDF is approved
attention should be concentrated on
maintaining the serviceability of the
present staff and public facilities.
 Establish a stone information centre
at the main gate house complex.

Day walks,
wilderness
trails and
overnight hikes
along existing
trail network

 Network of hiking trails
(approx. 63,5km).
 Informal camping, and
overnighting in caves:
- Aasvoëlkrantz Cave (Max.
12 persons).
- Caracal Cave (Max. 12
persons).
 Access to High Berg along
certain passes.

Annually audit and maintain trail network
as per IMP Table 6.10.1 (facilities and
infrastructure).

Trails for
people with
disabilities

None. Activity not available.

None.

Trails with
None. Activity not available.
hutted
accommodation

None.

Camping /
caravan site

Campsite with seven sites – Upgrade ablutions and other facilities.
Ablutions, hot and cold water Increase the number of campsites to 10.
but no electrical plug points.

Hutted
None.
accommodation

None.

Birding

None.

Activity does take place but no
specific facilities are available.
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Climbing

Informal – no fixed devices.

None.

Cycling

No specific facilities. Mountain None.
biking along existing vehicle
roads and tracks only.

Fly-fishing

Two dams are stocked with None.
trout and visitors pay to fish. No
other specific facilities are
available.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to
cultural sites

Sites are visited by the public on
an ad-hoc basis. There are no
guided visits to these sites.
Unmarked routes to sites exist
but no fixed structures are in
place.

New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management
Plan
to
specify
development of any cultural tourism
facilities throughout the Park. It is
unlikely that formal tourist development
of cultural sites in this area will take
place.

Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

 Hardened surface – suitable
for sedan vehicles:
 4, 5 km.
 Gravel surface – suitable for
sedan vehicles:
 400 m.
 Jeep tracks or gravel road
only suitable for raised
vehicle or 4x4:
 1 km (management track to
dams).

 Realignment of the road (outside
Park) to the Ncibidwane / Louisedale
field ranger outpost (on boundary)
must receive attention – away from
the wetland / seepage areas that are
causing the access problems.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

None. Activity not available.

None.

Management

Management facilities not Management facilities not listed above.
listed above.
 Urgent need to demolish redundant
 1 x OiC residence and
staff accommodation.
office.
 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
 Multi-roomed staff
Facility Development.
accommodation.
 Workshop.
 Vehicle garages.
 Stables.
 Squaredawel for visiting
staff (Mooi Mansion).
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MANAGEMENT UNIT: HIGHMOOR [3.1 HMR]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
Highmoor: New Activities
General
No new activities envisaged.

PRIORITY

None.
Highmoor: Tourism Facilities
General

In view of the existing poor state 3.1 HMR -01:
and arrangement of infrastructure Compile a spatial development framework for
and facilities in this zone, a the Highmoor RN 11 zone.
detailed
spatial
development
framework is required for this zone
prior to any new development
being initiated.

2

Public entrance node – Access, reception and recreation.
Re-evaluate access control point 3.1 HMR -02:
and install cattle grid at entrance Re-evaluate access control point – plan and
gate.
implement - also install cattle grid at entrance
gate.

2

3.1 HMR -03:
Establish a stone information centre at the
main gate house complex.
Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP
Table
6.10.1
(Facilities
and
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network.

1

3.1 HMR -04:
Plan and implement required trail
rationalisation or extension projects where
necessary.

2

Camping / caravan site
Upgrade and renovation
campsite required.

of 3.1 HMR - 05:
Renovation of campsite ablution block.

2

Visits to cultural sites
Implement
recommendations
Cultural Heritage
Plan.

relevant 3.1HMR - 06:
from
new Implement relevant recommendations from
Management new Cultural Heritage Management Plan.

2
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Vehicle Routes (self -drive or guided)
Realignment of the road to the
Ncibidwane field ranger outpost
away from the wetland / seepage
areas that are causing access
problems.

3.1 HMR – 07:
Plan and implement realignment of road to
Ncibidwane field ranger outpost away from
the wetland.

1

Visits to cultural sites
Formalise management of rock art 3.1 HMR - 08:
sites for visitation by public.
Implement relevant recommendations from
new Cultural Heritage Management Plan.

2

Highmoor: Management Infrastructure
General
All utilised staff accommodation 3.1 HMR - 09:
and management infrastructure Demolish redundant staff accommodation.
must be maintained in a safe,
serviceable and functional state.
3.1 HMR - 10:
To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of current
ablutions to house seasonal fire fighting staff
and standby teams on site to ensure
operational effectiveness during fire season
to ensure compliance with the UDP Fire
Protocol.

1

2
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Table 9: Giant’s Castle (Including Witteberg)
MANAGEMENT UNIT: GIANT’S CASTLE (INCLUDING WITTEBERG) [3.1 GCE]
RANGE OF
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR FUTURE
ACTIVITIES
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPMENT
Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Staffed office at entrance
gate with cattle grid and
access control point facility.
 Day visitor facilities – Two
toilet blocks (1 x main gate
and 1 x picnic site), water,
parking (picnic site), curio
shop, picnic sites (x 10) with
braai places and petrol at
gate.
 Staffed visitor information
facilities at gate and camp
reception for day and
overnight visitors.

Day walks,
wilderness
trails and
overnight hikes
along existing
trail network

 Network of hiking trails
 Annually audit and maintain trail
(approx. 136,6 km).
network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
(facilities and infrastructure).
 Informal
camping,
and
overnighting in caves / basic
 Mountain huts are subject to
mountain huts:
vandalism – the status and use of
these huts needs to be re- Spare Rib Cave (Max. 12
evaluated.
Guidelines
from
persons).
Wilderness Area Management Plan
- Meander Hut (Max. 4
(par. 6.7.2) to be used.
persons).
- Giant’s Hut (Max. 8 persons).  Sections of the Main caves access
path from the camp that have not
- Bannerman Hut (Max. 8
been hardened as yet need to be
persons).
hardened and river crossings
 Access to High Berg along
(support structures) improved.
certain passes.

Trails for people
with disabilities

None. Activity not available.

 The day visitor facilities need
upgrading as present facilities are in
a poor state of repair. Establish a
further 10 picnic sites (braai stands
and tables). Ablution blocks need
upgrading to cater for bus groups
who use the picnic site.
 Establish a stone information
centre at the main gate house
complex.

None.

Trails with
Mountain huts mentioned above None.
hutted
provide very basic shelter and are
accommodation therefore not included here.
Activity not available.
Camping /
caravan site

None. Activity not available.

Camping is often requested by
visitors – campsite to be developed
with 10 – 15 sites.

Hutted
 Hutted camp
accommodation
- 37 x 2 bed self-catering

 Retain as is, ensure effective camp
maintenance and ensure that
facilities are place on programmed
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accommodation units.
- 3 x 4 bed self-catering
accommodation units.
- 3 x 6 bed self-catering
accommodation units.
 Reception and curio shop.
 Licensed restaurant.







Birding

Giant’s Castle Vulture Hide.

maintenance schedule.
Play facilities for children needed in
camp.
Toilet/s and parking area to
accommodate disabled guests at
hutted camp.
Swimming pool for guests would
enhance visitor experience.
A management plan for the
gardens must be developed.
Camouflaged “eco-loo” toilet
needed at vulture hide.

Climbing

Zone: Various
 Bannermans Rib - one old ring
peg route.
 Kambuhle Frontal - one
pegged route.
 Giant’s Castle - ten peg / bolt
/ clog routes.

None.

Cycling

No specific facilities. Mountain Consider the development of a
biking along existing vehicle roads Mountain Bike Trail on the Meander
and tracks only.
Track.

Fly-fishing

Activity does take place but no
specific facilities are available.

None.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to cultural Main Caves Shelter (fenced off)  New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
sites
with a dedicated route – guided
Management Plan to specify
visits with Amafa accredited
management or development of
custodians only.
cultural tourism facilities.
 Wooden boardwalk at Main Caves
needs to be replaced with nonflammable material.
Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

 Hardened surface – suitable
for sedan vehicles:
8 km.
 Jeep tracks or gravel road
only suitable for raised
vehicle or 4x4:
31km.

 Tarred entrance road – problems
with subsidence (sub-surface water
movement) – needs upgrading.
 The maintenance of the trail (jeep
track) to the Vulture Hide and Pines
field ranger outpost needs effective
maintenance.
 Injesuthi jeep track must be closed
as a result of the significant and
unacceptable soil erosion that it is
causing. This is however dependant
on the approval of an Anti-poaching
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Unit that will be based at Giant’s
Castle as the track is presently used
to service the Injesuthi field ranger
outpost. Use of the jeep track for
the annual Giant’s Castle Mountain
Bike Challenge is furthermore a
complicating factor.
Conferences

Small conference facility started
at Rock Lodge.

None.

Events

Giant’s Castle Mountain Bike
Challenge (annual event in April)
on management jeep track.

To be re-evaluated with the scoping
of the Injesuthi jeep track.

Management

Management facilities not listed
above.

Management facilities not listed
above.
 Investigate
whether
an
improvement of the Eskom power
supply is possible – frequent power
failures.
 Visual impact of Eskom and Telkom
lines should be reduced.
 Management infrastructure and
staff accommodation is generally in
a poor state of repair and needs
repairs and renovation.
 Research facility needed.
 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
Facility Development.

 1 x Conservation Manager
residence.
 1 x OiC residence.
 1 x Hospitality Manager
residence.
 4 x Multi-room staff
accommodation units.
 3 x staff rondawels.
 Bunkhouse for visiting staff.
 Workshop/Office Complex.
 Refuse sorting plant.
 Stables.
 Weather Station.

MANAGEMENT UNIT: GIANT’S CASTLE (INCLUDING WITTEBERG) [3.1 GCE]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
PRIORITY
Giant’s Castle: New Activities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Investigate feasibility of camping See Action Project 3.1 GCE - 07 below.
/ caravan site.
Giant’s Castle: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
3.1 GCE – 01:
Plan and implement the upgrading of the
picnic site ablution block to cater for bus
groups that visit the picnic site.

2
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3.1 GCE – 02:
Plan and implement the upgrade, repair and
renovation of the day visitor facilities with a
further 10 picnic sites with braai stands and
tables.
3.1 GCE – 03:
Establish a stone information centre at the
main gate house complex.

2

2

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP
Table
6.10.1
(Facilities
and
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network.

1

3.1 GCE – 04:
Plan
and
implement
required trail
rationalisation or extension projects where
necessary.

2

Harden all sections of the Main 3.1 GCE – 05:
Caves access path and improve Harden all remaining sections of the Main
river crossings.
Caves access path and improve river
crossings.

1

Re-evaluate the status and use
the four mountain huts to
overcome
the
vandalism
problem.

3.1 GCE –06:
Re-evaluate the status and use of the four
mountain huts to overcome the vandalism
problem. Plan and implement new
operational strategy. (Guidelines from the
Wilderness Area Management Plan par. 6.7.2
to be taken into consideration).

1

Camping / caravan site
Develop a camping / caravan site.

3.1 GCE – 07:
Investigate options for locating a camping /
caravan site at Giant’s Castle. Determine
optimal size, plan and implement.

3

Hutted accommodation
Regular
maintenance
of 3.1 GCE – 08:
accommodation and related Ensure that Giant’s Castle camp is included on
facilities.
the programmed maintenance schedule.

2

Play facilities needed for children 3.1 GCE – 09:
at hutted camp.
Plan and develop appropriate children play
facilities at hutted camp.

2
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Toilet/s and parking area to 3.1 GCE – 10:
accommodate disabled guests Plan for and develop toilet/s and parking area
needed at hutted camp.
to accommodate disabled guests at hutted
camp.

2

Provide swimming pool for guests 3.1 GCE – 11:
at hutted camp.
Plan for and develop a guest swimming pool
at hutted camp.

3

Develop a management plan for 3.1 GCE – 12:
the gardens at Giant’s Castle in Develop a management plan for the gardens
line with IMP guidelines.
at Giant’s Castle in line with IMP guidelines.

2

Birding
Improve facilities for vulture hide. 3.1 GCE – 13:
Install appropriately camouflaged and
positioned “eco-loo” toilet at vulture hide.

1

Cycling
If it is decided to no longer use
the
Injesuthi
jeep
track
investigate the option of a
Mountain Bike Route along the
Meander Track.

3.1 GCE – 14:
If it is decided to no longer use the Injesuthi
Track investigate the option a Mountain Bike
Route along the Meander Track.

2

Visits to cultural sites
Implement
relevant 3.1 GCE – 15:
recommendations from new Implement relevant recommendations from
Cultural Heritage Management new Cultural Heritage Management Plan.
Plan.
3.1 GCE – 16:
Replace wooden boardwalk at Main Caves
with non-flammable material.

2

1

Vehicle Routes (self-drive or guided)
Tarred entrance road needs
maintenance – problems with
subsidence (sub-surface water
movement). Other roads also in
need of regular maintenance.

3.1 GCE – 17:
Implement an ongoing phased repair and
maintenance programme as needed for all
roads and vehicle tracks at Giant’s Castle.

1
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Jeep track to Injesuthi field ranger
outpost is causing significant and
unacceptable soil erosion over
more than 20 km of the WHS and
must be closed as a vehicular
track. This is however dependant
on the approval of an Antipoaching Unit that will be based
at Giant’s Castle as the track is
presently used to service the
Injesuthi field ranger outpost. Use
of the jeep track for the annual
Giant’s Castle Mountain Bike
Challenge is furthermore a
complicating factor.

3.1 GCE – 18:
Fully investigate the implications of the
closing down of the Injesuthi jeep track with a
view to closing it as a vehicular track.
Implement track closure as soon as
implications have been resolved. A
rehabilitation plan of the active erosion areas
along the track must be compiled and
implemented.

1
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Giant’s Castle: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Reduce the visual impact of staff
accommodation
and
other
management infrastructure such as
workshops and stores for visitors
(sense of arrival) at Giant’s Castle
Gate and Camp.

3.1 GCE – 19:
Plan and implement an appropriate
programme to reduce the visual impact of
staff
accommodation
and
other
management infrastructure
such as
workshops and stores for visitors (sense of
arrival) at Giant’s Castle Gate and Camp. To
be achieved through various appropriate
measures such as re-painting structures,
planting with indigenous shrubs and trees,
physical screening etc.

2

Reduce the visual impact of Eskom 3.1 GCE – 20:
and Telkom lines.
Investigate viable options for reducing the
visual and environmental impact of Eskom
and Telkom lines. Implement preferred
option.

3

Investigate
whether
an
improvement of the Eskom power
supply is possible – frequent power
failures.

3.1 GCE – 21:
Investigate viable options for the
improvement of the Eskom power supply.
Implement preferred option.

3

Develop new staff accommodation 3.1 GCE – 22:
units related to operational needs. Analyse the need for more staff
accommodation
within
the
spatial
constraints of the development nodes as
well as the water and sewage limitations.
Provide a development plan for the
preferred option. IMP management
guideline 6.11.5 must be taken into
consideration and accommodation options
outside the Park need to be explored.

1

Repair and renovate management 3.1 GCE – 23:
infrastructure
and
staff Ensure that management infrastructure and
accommodation.
staff accommodation is placed on a regular
repair and renovation program.
3.1 GCE – 24:
To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of current
ablutions to house seasonal fire fighting
staff and standby teams on site to ensure
operational effectiveness during fire season
to ensure compliance with the UDP Fire
Protocol.

2

2
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Water supply at Pines field ranger 3.1 GCE – 25:
outpost inadequate and must be Investigate viable options for the
improved.
improvement of water supply to Pines field
ranger outpost. Implement preferred
option.

1
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Table 10: Hillside
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

MANAGEMENT UNIT: HILLSIDE [3.1 HSE]
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR FUTURE
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPMENT

Public
 Steel and wire entrance gate –
entrance
stone wall with cattle grid.
node  No day visitor facilities.
Access,
 Staffed access control point at
reception and
office complex.
recreation.

 A
feasibility
study,
spatial
development framework is needed
for Zone RN 13 before attention can
be given to specific activities and
upgrading of infrastructure.
 Consider options for re-opening as a
tourism initiative.
 Consider introducing day visitor
facilities.
 Eskom power needs to be supplied.
 Establish a stone information centre
at the main gate house complex.

Day walks,
wilderness
trails and
overnight
hikes along
existing trail
network

Network of hiking trails (approx.
15 km).

Annually audit and maintain trail
network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
(facilities and infrastructure).

Trails for
people with
disabilities

None. Activity not available.

None.

Trails with
hutted
accommodati
on

None. Activity not available.

None.

Camping /
caravan site

Campsite with approx 30 sites
(max. 120 persons). Two ablutions
with hot and cold water but no
electrical plug points. (Campsite
closed). Used during the Giant’s
Castle Mountain Bike Challenge.

Consider re-opening campsite.

Hutted
accommodati
on

1 x sqaredawel at campsite – not
operational for tourists at present,
but is available to visiting staff as
overnight accommodation.

This unit could be re-opened to the
public if the campsite is re-opened.

Birding

Activity does take place but no
specific facilities are available.

None.

Climbing

Informal – no fixed protection.

None.

Cycling

No facilities for day visitors but

None.
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tracks are used during the Giant’s
Castle Mountain Bike Challenge.
Fly-fishing

None.

None.

Horse Trails

None. Activity existed but was
stopped.

None.

Visits to
cultural sites

Sites are visited by the public on
an ad-hoc basis. There are no
guided visits to these sites.
Unmarked routes to sites exist but
no fixed structures are in place.

New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management
Plan
to
specify
development of any tourism cultural
facilities throughout the Park. It is likely
that formal tourist development of
cultural sites in this area will not occur.

Vehicle
Routes (in
Park) - self drive or
guided

Gravel surface – suitable for sedan  Road to KwaNyikinya field ranger
vehicles:
outpost – concrete strips need to be
developed along poor sections.
1 km.
 iNtondolo field ranger outpost access
through the community area is in a
Zones: SPM 5 and 7
very poor state and needs
Jeep tracks or gravel road only
improvement.
suitable for raised vehicle or 4x4:
3 km to KwaNyikinya field
ranger outpost and 4, 5 km to
iNtondolo field ranger outpost.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

The
annual
Giant’s
Castle
Mountain Bike Challenge uses the
tracks at Hillside.

None.

Management

Management facilities not listed
above.
 1x OiC Residence.
 5 x Rondawel staff
accommodation units.

Management facilities not listed above.
 If Injesuthi track is closed and Injesuthi
field ranger outpost is closed, (CDP
Action Project 3.1 IJI -12) develop a
facility to house an Anti -Poaching Unit.
 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
Facility Development.

iNtondolo field ranger outpost.

iNtondolo field ranger outpost has been
vandalized and needs to be rebuilt.
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MANAGEMENT UNIT: HILLSIDE [3.1 HSE]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
Hillside: New Activities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation

PRIORITY

Re-instate day visitor facilities.

See Action Project 3.1 HSE - 03 below.

Consider re-opening the campsite.

See Action Project 3.1 HSE - 05 below.

Hillside: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance point and reception area
A Spatial Development Framework 3.1 HSE - 01:
for Hillside in view of the proposed Conduct a feasibility study produce and
developments below.
Spatial Development Framework for
Hillside taking into account the proposed
tourist developments and the redundant
infrastructure in Zone TPA 13. The
viability of providing Eskom power to site
must be included in this feasibility study.
Gate house information centre.

Provide some day visitor facilities.

2

3.1 HSE - 02:
Establish a stone information centre at
the main gate house complex.

2

3.1 HSE – 03:
Provide four picnic and braai facilities for
day visitors in the vicinity of the office
complex with the office toilets being
available to day visitors.

3

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain
network.

and
trail

3.1 HSE – 04:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation
or extension projects where necessary.

1

2
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Camping / Caravan Site
Repair, renovate and re-open 3.1 HSE – 05:
camping / caravan site.
Investigate feasibility and implications of reinstating the campsite (possibly as a corporate or
group campsite) after Action Project 3.1 HSE – 01
is completed. If feasible, plan and implement
repair and renovation infrastructure of
infrastructure, market and launch re-opening.

3

Visits to cultural sites
Implement
relevant 3.1 HSE - 06:
recommendations from new Implement relevant recommendations from new
Cultural
Heritage Cultural Heritage Management Plan.
Management Plan.

3

Vehicle Routes (self -drive or guided)
Keep existing roads in a 3.1 HSE - 07:
functional state.
Ensure that a road maintenance schedule is
applied that will keep roads functional.

2

3.1 HSE - 08:
Concrete strips need to be developed along poor
sections of road to KwaNyikinya field ranger
outpost.

1

3.1 HSE – 09:
Motivate to the municipality for the access road
through the community area to iNtondolo field
ranger outpost to be improved and maintained.

1

Hillside: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
iNtondolo field ranger outpost 3.1 HSE – 10:
has been vandalized and needs Rebuild iNtondolo field ranger outpost.
to be rebuilt.
Renovation
of
accommodation.

staff 3.1 HSE – 11:
Ensure that staff accommodation is on schedule
for renovation.

Ensure appropriate aesthetic
screening of all management
infrastructure
and
staff
accommodation units.

1

2

3.1 HSE – 12:
Develop a plan to aesthetically screen all
management infrastructure through the use of an
appropriate colour scheme and screening with
indigenous vegetation and other acceptable
materials.

2

Establish and develop and 3.1 HSE – 13:
Anti-Poaching Unit at Hillside
If Injesuthi track is closed and Injesuthi field ranger
outpost is closed, (CDP Action Project 3.1 IJI -12)
develop a facility to house an Anti -Poaching Unit
in accordance with the Spatial development
Framework for Hillside.

2
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Fire Standby Team
Accommodation
Facility
Development.

3.1 IJI -14:
To develop a permanent accommodation facility
coupled with the upgrade of current ablutions to
house seasonal fire fighting staff and standby
teams on site to ensure operational effectiveness
during fire season to ensure compliance with the
UDP Fire Protocol.

2
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Table 11: Injesuthi
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

MANAGEMENT UNIT: INJESUTHI [3.1 IJI]
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR FUTURE
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPMENT

Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Steel and wire entrance
gate with a small section of
wall and cattle grid.
 Staffed access control point
at reception office.
 Day visitor facilities limited
to
those
existing
at
campsite and hutted camp parking, water, toilets,
picnic site (braai stand and
table), reception / office /
curio shop complex.
 One
tourist
group
accommodation unit is
being upgraded to a coffee
shop for visitors.

 Increase day visitor facilities – add a
further two braai stands and tables.
 Establish a stone information centre
at the main gate house complex.

Day walks,
wilderness
trails and
overnight hikes
along existing
trail network

 Network of hiking trails
Annually audit and maintain trail network
(approx. 144 km).
as per IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
Infrastructure).
 Informal camping, and
overnighting in caves
- Lower Injesuthi Cave (Max.
8 persons).
- Grindstone Cave (Max.12
persons).
- Marble Baths Cave (Max. 8
persons).
- Wonder Valley Cave (Max.
8 persons).
- Centenery Hut (Max. 8
persons).
 Access to High Berg along
certain passes.

Trails for people
with disabilities

None. Activity not available.

None.

Trails with
hutted
accommodation

Mountain huts mentioned
above provide very basic shelter
and are therefore not included
here. Activity not available.

None.

Camping /
caravan site

Open campsite that can
accommodate 120 people and 3
x 2 bed safari-type tents

Consider extension to campsite, to cater
for peak demand incorporating two
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(permanent) – Ablutions, hot
and cold water but no electrical
plug points.

boma areas.

Hutted
 Hutted camp (68 beds).
accommodation  15 x four bed self-catering
accommodation units.
 1 x eight bed self-catering
accommodation dormitory
unit.

Hutted camp needs upgrading and repair
and renovation.

Birding

Activity does take place but no
specific facilities are available.

None.

Climbing

 The Spire - one peg / fixed
rope route.
 Eastern Injesuthi Triplet three peg / nuts / fixed rope
routes.

None.

Cycling

No specific facilities. Mountain
biking along existing vehicle
roads and tracks only.

None.

Fly-fishing

Activity takes place but no
specific facilities are available.

None.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to cultural  Some sites are visited by the
sites
public on an ad-hoc basis
with no guided visits to
these
sites. Unmarked
routes to sites exist but no
fixed structures are in place.
 Battle Cave (fenced off) with
a dedicated route – guided
visits with Amafa accredited
custodians only.

 New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management Plan to specify
management or development of
cultural tourism facilities.
 Improve interpretation at Battle
Cave.

Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

 Hardened surface – suitable
for sedan vehicles;
7 km.
 Jeep tracks or gravel road
only suitable for raised
vehicle or 4x4:
500 m to the
Khethelakhe field
ranger outpost.

Tar road is breaking up in places and
needs general repairs and renovation.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.
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Events

None. Activity not available.

Management

Management facilities not Management facilities not listed above.
listed above.
 The OiC residence needs to be
 1 x OiC residence is a
rebuilt.
converted tourist chalet.
 Management office and workshop
 1 x Old OiC residence
complex needs to be built.
(derelict).
 The “old inspection quarters”
 1 x Hospitality Manager
outpost staff accommodation needs
residence.
to be relocated and rebuilt.
 9 x staff accommodation
 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
unit rondawels.
Facility Development.
 1 x Multi–room staff
accommodation (old
inspection quarters
outpost).
 Workshop (derelict).
 Khethelakhe field ranger
outpost.
Injesuthi field ranger outpost.

None.

Injesuthi field ranger outpost to be
demolished if Injesuthi track is closed.

MANAGEMENT UNIT: INJESUTHI [3.1 IJI]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS

PRIORIT
Y

Injesuthi: New Activities
General
No new activities envisaged.

None.

Injesuthi: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Improve facilities for day visitors.

Gate house information centre.

3.1 IJI - 01:
Construct a further two picnic sites for day
visitors with braai stands and tables.

2

3.1 IJI - 02:
Establish a stone information centre at the
main gate house complex.

2

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP
Table
6.10.1
(Facilities
and
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network.

1

3.1 IJI - 02:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation or
extension projects where necessary.

2
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Camping / caravan site
Extend camping / caravan site to 3.1 IJI - 03:
cater for peak demand.
Plan and implement extension of camping /
caravan site to cater better for peak periods
including ablution block. Also construct two
communal boma areas.

2

Hutted accommodation
Upgrade
camp.

and

renovate

hutted 3.1 IJI - 04:
Upgrade, repair and renovate hutted camp
and ensure regular maintenance.

2

Visits to cultural sites
Implement
recommendations
Cultural Heritage
Plan.

relevant 3.1 IJI – 05:
from
new Implement relevant recommendations from
Management new Cultural Heritage Management Plan.

2

3.1 IJI – 06:
Improve and redesign interpretation at Battle
Cave.

1

Vehicle Routes (self -drive or guided)
Keep existing roads in a functional 3.1 IJI – 07:
state.
Reseal and repair tar road.
3.1 IJI – 08:
Ensure that a road maintenance schedule is
applied that will keep roads functional.

1

2
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Injesuthi: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Renovation
accommodation.

of

Specific management
need to be rebuilt.

staff 3.1 IJI -09:
Ensure that staff accommodation is on
schedule for renovation. The visual impact of
these units is to be addressed through with an
appropriate colour scheme and screening with
indigenous vegetation.

2

buildings 3.1 IJI -10:
Redesign and rebuild the OiC residence,
management office and workshop.

1

Relocate
and
rebuild
“old 3.1 IJI -11:
inspection quarters” outpost staff Relocate and rebuild “old inspection quarters”
accommodation unit.
outpost staff accommodation unit and
rehabilitate old site.
Injesuthi field ranger outpost to be 3.1 IJI -12:
demolished if Injesuthi track is Demolish Injesuthi field ranger outpost if
closed.
Injesuthi track is closed and rehabilitate
footprint.
Fire
Standby
Accommodation
Development.

Team 3.1 IJI -12:
Facility To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of current
ablutions to house seasonal fire fighting staff
and standby teams on site to ensure
operational effectiveness during fire season to
ensure compliance with the UDP Fire Protocol.

1

3

2
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Table 12: Monk’s Cowl
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

MANAGEMENT UNIT: MONK’S COWL [3.1 MCL]
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR FUTURE
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPMENT

Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Staffed entrance gate 60 m

from boundary entrance to

Park with no cattle grid.
 Reception office, curio shop and
tea garden (60
pax).
 Day visitor facilities – parking,
water and toilets (also for
people with disabilities).
 Staffed visitor information
facilities.

Day walks,
wilderness
trails and
overnight hikes
along existing
trail network

 Network of hiking trails Annually audit and maintain trail
(approx. 27 km).
network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
 Informal
camping,
and (Facilities and Infrastructure).
overnighting in caves and
informal campsites:
- Hospitalspruit Cave (Max. 8
persons).
- Nkosazana Cave (Max. 8
persons in winter and 4
persons in summer).
- Cowl Cave (Max. 6 persons).
- Stable Cave (Max. 12
persons).
- Zulu Cave (Max. 12
persons).
- Keiths Bush informal
campsite.
- Cowl Fork informal
campsite.
- Blind Mans Corner informal
campsite.
 Access to High Berg along
certain passes.

Trails for people
with disabilities

None. Activity not available.

Develop a 1 km wheelchair trail from
the office.

Trails with
hutted
accommodation

None. Activity not available.

None.

Upgrade the craft centre boma.
Establishment of a stone information
centre at the main gate house
complex.
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Camping /
caravan site

Campsite with 32 sites (12
electrified) – Ablutions, hot and
cold water.

Upgrade campsite (improve drainage
and landscape) and upgrade ablution
block.

Hutted
accommodation

Permanent
hutted
accommodation complex.

Develop a small permanent hutted
accommodation complex.

Birding

Activity does take place but no
specific facilities are currently
available.

Investigate the feasibility of planning
and implementing a boma type bird
hide in the main development node.

Climbing

 Cathkin Peak - four pegged
routes.
 Monk’s Cowl - two pegged
routes.
 Old Woman Grinding Corn three peg / piton routes.

None.

Cycling

None. Very little vehicle tracks to
use.

None.

Fly-fishing

None. Activity not available.

None.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to cultural Sites are visited by the public on
sites
an ad-hoc basis. There are no
guided visits to these sites.
Unmarked routes to sites exist
but no fixed structures are in
place.

New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management
Plan
to
specify
development of any cultural tourism
facilities throughout the Park. It is
unlikely
that
formal
tourist
development of cultural sites in this
area will take place.

Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

Hardened surface – suitable for Tar road needs resealing.
sedan vehicles: 400m tar and
900m concrete strip management
road.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

None. Activity not available.

None.

Management

Management facilities not listed Management facilities not listed
above.
above.
 1 x OiC residence.
 Existing staff accommodation needs
upgrading and renovation.
1 x Multi-room staff
accommodation unit.
 Consideration should be given to
placing power lines underground to
 Weather station.
remove overhead lines.
 2 x Fire lookouts.
 Concern over adequate water supply.
 Workshop.
 Stabling
facilities
for
horses
 OiC offices.
inadequate.
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 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
Facility Development.
 Extend workshop.
 Develop a waste management site.

Stables.

MANAGEMENT UNIT: MONK’S COWL [3.1 MCL]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
Monk’s Cowl: New Tourism Activities
General
Trail for people with disabilities.

See Action Project 3.1 MCL – 04 below.

Develop a bird hide.

3.1 MCL – 01:

PRIORITY

To investigate the feasibility of planning
and implementing a boma type bird hide in
the main development node.
Monk’s Cowl: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance point and reception area
Upgrade the craft centre boma.

Gate house information centre

3.1 MCL - 02:
Upgrade existing craft centre boma to a
permanent brick and mortar structure.

2

Establish a stone information centre at the
main gate house complex.

2

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network.
3.1 MCL - 03:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation or
extension projects where necessary.
Trails for people with disabilities
Develop a wheelchair trail.

3.1 MCL - 04:
Plan and implement the construction of a 1
km wheelchair trail from the office.

1

2

1

Camping / caravan site
Upgrade camping / caravan site.

3.1 MCL - 05:
Upgrade and level individual sites and also
upgrade ablution block at the camping /
caravan site and improve drainage and
landscaping.

2
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Campsite communal area.

3.1 MCL - 06:
Plan and develop a communal public area
in the campsite for overnight visitors
where small stoves, plugpoints, hydroboil
units, freezer facilities, storage facilities
and under cover braai facilities could be
located.

2

Develop a small permanent hutted 3.1 MCL - 07:
accommodation complex.
Plan and establish a small tourist hutted
accommodation area with 2 -3 M-Project
refurbished container huts, small parking
bays and connecting road and services

2

Visits to cultural sites
Ensure protection
heritage sites.

of

cultural 3.1 MCL - 08:
Implement relevant recommendations
from new Cultural Heritage Management
Plan.
Monk’s Cowl: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation

2

Upgrade, repair and renovate staff 3.1 MCL - 09:
accommodation.
Upgrade, repair and renovate staff
accommodation and ensure that all
infrastructure is scheduled for regular
maintenance.

2

Eskom (and Telkom) lines should be
placed underground or at the very
least the routes of the lines should
be realigned to improve visual
impacts.

3.1 MCL - 10:
Investigate options for placing Eskom (and
Telkom) lines underground or realigning
their routes to improve visual impacts. If
feasible, implement preferred options.

3

Improve water supply capacity.

3.1 MCL - 11:
Investigate the need to improve water
supply capacity and implement preferred
option if found necessary.

1

3.1 MCL - 12:
Upgrade stabling facilities for horses
(Urgent).

1

Improve stabling facilities for horses.

Tar road must be resealed to prevent 3.1 MCL - 13:
deterioration of surface.
Reseal tar road surface.

1
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Fire Standby Team Accommodation 3.1 MCL – 14:
Facility Development.
To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of
current ablutions to house seasonal fire
fighting staff and standby teams on site to
ensure operational effectiveness during
fire season to ensure compliance with the
UDP Fire Protocol.
Workshop extension

Waste management site

1

3.1 MCL – 15:
Extend present workshop footprint by
approximately 2500 square meters to
incorporate a pole and fencing storage
area

1

3.1 MCL – 16:
Plan and develop a permanent and
enclosed fully functional waste sorting and
recycling area

1
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Table 13: Culfargie
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

MANAGEMENT UNIT: CULFARGIE [3.1 CFE]
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
FOCUS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

Steel and wire entrance gate on
the boundary without cattle
grid. Access closed to public.
No day visitor facilities.

Day walks,
wilderness
trails and
overnight hikes
along existing
trail network

 Network of hiking trails Annually audit and maintain trail network
(approx. 73 km) accessed as per IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
through Monk’s Cowl and Infrastructure).
Cathedral Peak.
 Access to High Berg along
certain passes.

Trails for people
with disabilities

None. Activity not available.

None.

Trails with
hutted
accommodation

None. Activity not available.

None.

Camping /
caravan site

None. Activity not available.

None.

Hutted
accommodation

None. Activity not available.

None.

Birding

Activity does take place but no None.
specific facilities are available.

Climbing

Informal – no fixed protection.

None.

Cycling

None. Activity not available.

None.

Fly-fishing

None. Activity not available.

None.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to cultural Sites are visited by the public on
sites
an ad-hoc basis. There are no
guided visits to these sites.
Unmarked routes to sites exist
but no fixed structures are in
place.
Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

Establish a stone information centre at
the main gate house complex.

New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management
Plan
to
specify
development of any cultural tourism
facilities throughout the Park. It is
unlikely that formal tourist development
of cultural sites in this area will take
place.

Jeep tracks or gravel road only None.
suitable for
raised vehicle or 4x4: 2 km.
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Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

None. Activity not available.

None.

Management

Management facilities not Management facilities not listed above.
listed above.
 1 x OiC
 All infrastructure need to be upgraded
residence/office/workshop.
and renovated.
 1 x Multi-roomed staff
 Investigate options for placing an
accommodation complex.
Eskom line from the main gate to the
 Stables.
water pumping area on the Mthothi
river.
 Shooting Range.
 To
develop
a
permanent
accommodation facility coupled with
the upgrade of current ablutions to
house seasonal fire fighting staff and
standby teams on site to ensure
operational effectiveness during fire
season to ensure compliance with the
UDP Fire Protocol.
 Upgrade stabling facilities for horses
(Urgent).

MANAGEMENT UNIT: CULFARGIE [3.1 CFE]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
Culfargie: New Tourism Activities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Gate House.

PRIORITY

3.1 CFE - 01:
Establish a stone information centre at the main gate
house complex.

Culfargie: Tourism Facilities
Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually
audit
and IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and Infrastructure):
maintain trail network.
Annually audit and maintain trail network.
3.1 CFE - 02 :
Plan and implement trail rationalisation or extension
projects where necessary.

1

2

Visits to cultural sites
Implement
relevant 3.1 CFE - 03 :
recommendations from Implement relevant recommendations from new
new Cultural Heritage Cultural Heritage Management Plan.
Management Plan.

2
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Culfargie: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Upgrade,
repair
renovate
infrastructure.

and 3.1 CFE - 04 :
all Upgrade, repair and renovate staff accommodation
and ensure that all infrastructure is scheduled for
regular maintenance.

2

Eskom lines should be 3.1 CFE - 05:
realigned to improve Investigate options for placing an Eskom line from
visual impacts.
the main gate to the water pumping area on the
Mtoti river.

2

Improve stabling facilities 3.1 CFE - 06:
for horses.
Upgrade stabling facilities for horses (Urgent).

1

Fire
Standby
Accommodation
Development

Team 3.1 CFE - 07:
Facility To develop a permanent accommodation facility
coupled with the upgrade of current ablutions to
house seasonal fire fighting staff and standby teams
on site to ensure operational effectiveness during
fire season to ensure compliance with the UDP Fire
Protocol.

2
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Table 14: Cathedral Peak (Including Didima)
MANAGEMENT UNIT: CATHEDRAL PEAK (INCLUDING DIDIMA) [3.1 CPK]
RANGE OF
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR
ACTIVITIES
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Staffed entrance gate facility
approx. 2 km from boundary
entrance.
 Day visitor facilities – parking,
water, toilets and curio shop at
Didima.
 Staffed visitor information facilities
at Didima reception.
 San Rock Art Interpretative Centre.

 Old gate house to be
demolished.
 Upgrade new gate house facility
to provide for day visitor toilets
 Provide day visitors picnicking
facilities adjacent to new
campsite.
 Old Cathedral Peak campsite to
be re-habilitated and building
demolished.
 Establish a stone information
centre at the main gate house
complex.

Day walks,
wilderness
trails and
overnight hikes
along existing
trail network

 Network of hiking trails (approx. Annually audit and maintain trail
97,8 km)
network as per IMP Table 6.10.1
 Informal camping, and overnighting (Facilities and Infrastructure).
in caves
- Drip Cave (Max. 4 persons).
- Twins Cave (Max. 12 persons).
- Poachers Cave (Max. 5
persons).
- Xeni Cave (Max. 12 persons).
- Ndumeni Cave (i) (Max. 4
persons).
- Ndumeni Cave (ii) (Max.4
persons).
- Leopard Cave (Max. 6 persons).
- Shermans Cave (Max. 10
persons).
- Ribbon Falls Cave (Max. 8
persons).
- Barkers Cave (Max. 12
persons).
- Bell Cave (Max. 5 persons).
- Schoongezicht Cave (Max. 8
persons).
- Old Look-out Cave (Max. 12
persons).
- Didima Cave (Max. 8 persons).
 Access to High Berg along certain
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passes.
Trails for people
with disabilities

Wheelchair trail (Polywood) – River None.
Walk (approx. 1 km) to viewing
platform.

Trails with
hutted
accommodation

Tseke Tseke Hut and Trail.

Hut is in wilderness area and in
poor condition. It must be
demolished and removed.

Hutted
Zone: TPA 2_2
Zone: TPA 2_2
accommodation  Hutted camp (140 beds)
 Consider facilities for children
and volley ball court at Didima
- 28 x 2 bed non self-catering
Camp.
accommodation units.
- 34 x 2 bed self-catering  There is a need for a wellness
centre for guests and staff.
accommodation units.
- 02 x 4 bed self-catering
accommodation units.
- 01 x 6 bed self-catering
accommodation units.
- 01 x 2 bed honeymoon suite.
- Reception area and curio shop.
- Licensed restaurant and bar
facilities.
 Cambalala Mountain Club Hut  Cambalala Mountain Club Hut:
(used by Mountain Club of South
All alien invasive plants need to
Africa only)
be removed from this area and
tidied up.
 UKZN Mountain Hut (Burnt down).
 UKZN Mountain Hut: Remove
foundations and rehabilitate
area.
Birding

Activity does take place but hide still
needs to be built.

Built a vulture hide at the newly
established feeding site.

Climbing

 Cathedral Peak - four bolted
routes.
 The Bell - three pegged routes.
 Plume - one pegged route.
 Column - three pegged routes.
 Isithupa - one pegged route.
 Little Saddle - one pegged route.
 Pyramids - three pegged routes.

None.

Cycling

 No specific facilities. Mountain
biking along existing vehicle roads
and tracks only.

None.
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 Mountain Bike route up Mikes Pass
and loop to the Nek.
Fly-fishing

Activity takes place but no specific
facilities are available.

None.

Horse Trails

None. Activity not available.

None.

Visits to cultural  Some sites are visited by the public  New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
sites
on an ad-hoc basis with no guided
Management Plan to specify
visits to these sites. Unmarked
management or development of
routes to sites exist but no fixed
cultural tourism facilities.
structures are in place.
 Steep path to Lower Mushroom
 Lower Mushroom Rock, Procession
Rock Shelter needs to be
and Brotherton Shelters with
realigned.
dedicated routes – guided visits
with Amafa accredited custodians
only.
Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

 Hardened surface – suitable for
sedan vehicles:
5 km.
 Gravel surface – suitable for sedan
vehicles :
5, 5 km.
 Jeep tracks or gravel road only
suitable for raised vehicle or 4x4:
Mikes Pass (6 Km).
Jeep tracks (15 km).

 Roads in need of upgrading and
regular maintenance plan.
 Develop picnic sites, ablutions,
interpretation
centre
at
Arendsig.
 Cement road up Mikes Pass
needs to be widened and
flattened – reduce severity of
speed bumps. (This road is
currently closed)
 Track to Solar Cliffs field ranger
outpost to be upgraded with
concrete mesh blocks.

Conferences

Two auditoriums with a maximum
capacity of 100 delegates. Also
doubles as a wedding venue.

None.

Events

Didima Extreme Challenge Triathlon
Event.

None.

Management

Management facilities not listed
above.
 1 x OiC Residence
 2 x Hospitality Manager Residence
 Mikes Pass House (condemned).
 Squaredawel for visiting staff.
 Weather station.
 2 x Fire Lookouts.
 2 x Field ranger outpost (Solar Cliffs
and Forum).
 Stables.
 Workshops.

Management facilities not listed
above.
 New camp staff accommodation
/ Landscaping development as a
proper village.
 Reserve staff accommodation
needs upgrading.
 Establish permanent research
facility /education centre.
 Improve appearance / visual
impact of all management
facilities.
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 3 x Multi-roomed staff
 Remove fire lookout.
accommodation complexes.
 Review the need to provide staff
 Conservation management office /
accommodation in the
Laundry.
 catchments. Remove buildings if
 7 x Two- bedroom cottages +
not required.
garages.
 Mikes Pass House to be
 1 x Camp manager’s house +
demolished and rebuilt as
outbuilding.
 conservation offices.
 1 x Forestry house + outbuilding.
 Fire Standby Team
 1 X Eversons House + outbuilding.
Accommodation Facility
 2 x 1 roomed accommodation
Development
units.
 1 x Workshop.
 1 x Laundry.
 1 x Potting shed.
 1 x Nursery.
 2 x Prefab houses and garage.
 3 x Rondavels.
 1 x Water plant.
 1 x Refuse recycling plant.
 1 x Bicycle centre.
 1 x Security Office.
MANAGEMENT UNIT: CATHEDRAL PEAK (INCLUDING DIDIMA) [3.1 CPK]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
PRIORITY
Cathedral Peak: New Tourist Activities
General
Gate house information centre.

3.1 CPK - 01 :
Establish a stone information centre at
the main gate house complex.

Cathedral Peak: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Upgrade gate and establish a gate 3.1 CPK - 02 :
house facility.
Plan and develop new gate house
facility at the entrance to the Park at
Cathedral Peak in consultation with
hotel. Also provide for day visitor toilets
at the gate house.
Demolish old gate house.

Develop day visitor picnicking facilities.

3.1 CPK - 03 :
Demolish old
rehabilitate site.

2

and

2

3.1 CPK - 04 :
Plan and develop day visitor picnicking
facilities adjacent to new campsite with
an
optimal
amount
of
sites.
Implementation of phase 2.

2

gate

house
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All structures to be removed from the
old campsite and the site to be
rehabilitated.

3.1 CPK - 05:
Remove all structures from
campsite and rehabilitate site.

old

2

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain
network.

and
trail

3.1 CPK - 06:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation
or extension projects where necessary.

1

2

Trails with hutted accommodation
Cease the use of Tseke Tseke Hut and 3.1 CPK - 07:
demolish.
Close down Tseke Tseke Hut as a tourist
accommodation unit, demolish, remove
material and rehabilitate the site.

1

Camping / caravan site
Relocate campsite and establish just 3.1 CPK - 08 :
upstream of river intersection.
Plan and implement re-location of
campsite upstream of river intersection.
Remove all old structures and
rehabilitate.

2

Hutted accommodation
Didima camp: Provide facilities for 3.1 CPK - 09:
children and volley ball court.
Plan and develop play facilities for
children and a volley ball court at
Didima camp.

2

Didima camp: Provide wellness centre 3.1 CPK - 10:
for guests and staff.
Plan and develop a wellness centre for
guest and staff at Didima camp.

2

Cambalala Mountain Hut: Remove all 3.1 CPK - 11:
alien invasive vegetation in this area.
Cambalala Mountain Hut: Remove all
associated alien invasive vegetation,
tidy and rehabilitate area.

1

UKZN
Mountain
Hut:
Remove 3.1 CPK - 12:
foundations and rehabilitate area.
Remove foundations of UKZN Mountain
Hut and rehabilitate area.

1

Birding
Establish vulture restaurant near the 3.1 CPK - 13:
top of Mikes Pass.
Built a vulture hide at the newly
established feeding site near the top of
Mikes Pass.

1
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Visits to cultural sites
Implement relevant recommendations 3.1 CPK - 14:
from
new
Cultural
Heritage Implement relevant recommendations
Management Plan.
from
new
Cultural
Heritage
Management Plan.

2

3.1 CPK - 15:
Realign steep paths to Lower
Mushroom Rock Shelter and Brotherton
and rehabilitate old paths.

1

Vehicle Routes (self -drive or guided)
Upgrade roads where required and 3.1 CPK - 16:
implement a regular maintenance Plan and implement upgrade of roads
plan.
where required and implement a
regular maintenance program.

2

Develop picnic sites, ablutions, 3.1 CPK - 17:
interpretation centre at turning point Plan and develop picnic sites, ablutions,
at Arendsig.
interpretation centre at turning point at
Arendsig.

3

Improve condition of cement road up
Mikes Pass.

3.1 CPK - 18:
Cement road up Mikes Pass must be
widened and speed bumps made less
severe.

2

Upgrade track to Solar Cliffs field 3.1 CPK – 19:
ranger outpost.
Upgrade track to Solar Cliffs field ranger
outpost with concrete mesh blocks.

1

Cathedral Peak: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Upgrade
and
renovate
staff 3.1 CPK - 20:
accommodation
and
other Upgrade
and
renovate
staff
management infrastructure where accommodation and other management
required
and
develop
regular infrastructure where required and
maintenance plan.
develop regular maintenance plan.

2

Improve appearance / visual impact of 3.1 CPK – 21:
all management facilities.
Plan and implement a project to visually
improve the appearance / visual impact
of all management facilities through
painting or screening or alterations.

2

Improve appearance of new camp staff 3.1 CPK – 22:
accommodation.
Plan and implement a project to
landscape this development as a village.

2

Establish permanent research facility / 3.1 CPK – 23:
education centre.
Locate site, plan and develop research
facility / education centre.

3
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Review need to provide staff 3.1 CPK – 24:
accommodation in the catchments.
Review need to provide staff
accommodation in the catchments.
Remove buildings and rehabilitate sites
if not required.

1

Mikes Pass house to be demolished and 3.1 CPK – 25:
rebuilt as conservation management Demolish Mikes Pass house and rebuild
offices.
as conservation management offices.

2

Remove fire lookout.

3.1 CPK – 26:
Demolish and remove fire lookout.
Rehabilitate site.

1

Fire Standby Team Accommodation 3.1 CPK – 27:
Facility Development
To
develop
a
permanent
accommodation facility coupled with
the upgrade of current ablutions to
house seasonal fire fighting staff and
standby teams on site to ensure
operational effectiveness during fire
season to ensure compliance with the
UDP Fire Protocol.

2
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Table 15: Royal Natal
RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

MANAGEMENT UNIT: ROYAL NATAL [3.1 RPK]
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR FUTURE
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPMENT

Public entrance
node - Access,
reception and
recreation.

 Staffed
entrance
gate
complex and access control
point
(stone/thatch
building) with cattle grid.
 Day visitor facilities – Toilet
blocks (4 x picnic sites, 1 x
visitor centre and 1 x Gorge
Car Park), water, parking,
picnic sites (approx. 30 braai
stand and some tables –
able to accommodate 200
people) at Mahai Dam and
curio shop at visitor
centre/reception.
 Staffed visitor reception and
information facilities.
 Facilities limit the number
of
day
visitors
to
approximately 300 persons.

 The existing entrance gate control
point is inadequate in layout to deal
with large number of visitors and not
visitor friendly. An upgrade and
enlargement of facilities is required.
 The visitor centre needs some
redesigning to allow for a more natural
flow of visitors (also shade parking)
through the centre and to improve the
aesthetics of the building. The thatch
roof needs attention and a take-way /
coffee shop facility would provide a
valued service to visitors.
 Gorge car park toilet block needs
repair and renovation.
 The water supply pipeline and
purification to this node needs
replacement and upgrading. Existing
pipeline is very visible, not desirable
and prone to frequent breakages.
 Sewage pipeline from visitor centre to
sewage plant needs upgrading as the
existing one frequently leaks into the
river.
 Options for Telkom and Eskom lines
should be investigated in order to
remove overhead lines – repositioning lines may also be an
alternative.
 Develop a craft centre boma.
 Establish a stone information centre at
the main gate house complex.

Day walks,
wilderness trails
and overnight
hikes along
existing trail
network

 Network of hiking trails Annually audit and maintain trail network
(approx. 97, 8 km).
as per IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
 Access to High Berg along Infrastructure):
certain passes.
 The supporting structures (railings) on
the trail to Cascades from the end of
the concrete path need upgrading to
make them more aesthetically
acceptable and practical.
 On the old Cascades trail, the signage
must be removed and more
permanent measures put in place to
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prevent people from taking shortcuts.
Trails for people
with disabilities

A trail for persons from the
visitor car park that is approx.
1, 5 km long has been
hardened with cement and is
suitable for persons in
wheelchairs.

Trails with hutted None. Activity not available.
accommodation

Investigate the extension of the path to
Cascades.

None.

Camping /
caravan site

 Mahai campsite
 The bridge over the river to the
campsite needs to be raised to allow
- 60 campsites without
for safe crossing during peak river
electrical plug points.
flows.
- 40
campsites
with
 Some upgrading of facilities at the
electrical plug points.
campsite is required and some sites
- 5 x ablution blocks with
need to have effective drainage
hot and cold water.
installed to prevent waterlogging and
flooding of sites during periods of high
rainfall.
 Install electrical fencing around
campsite to deter baboons.

Hutted
accommodation

 Thendele Hutted camp (140  The desirability and feasibility of rebeds):
establishing a hotel on the old hotel
site to be investigated because of
- 14 x 2 bed self-catering
considerable interest in such a
accommodation units.
venture.
- 12 x 4 bed self-catering
 Catering facility should be considered
accommodation units.
for Thendele Camp.
- 02 x 6 bed self-catering
accommodation units.
- Thendele Lodge (six bed
luxury accommodation).
 Thendele camp reception
area and curio shop.

Birding

Activity does take place but no
specific facilities are available.

Climbing

 Policemans Helmet - one None.
bolted route.
 Devils Tooth - one peg /
piton route.
 Eastern Buttress - two fixed
abseil / nuts routes.
 Sentinel - seven bolt / peg
routes.
 Eastern Buttress - one fixed

Investigate re-opening (and re-siting)
vulture restaurant and bird hide in
partnership with hotel at Witsieshoek.
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abseil / nuts route.
Cycling

No specific facilities. Mountain None.
biking along existing vehicle
roads and tracks only.

Fly-fishing

Activity takes place in Tugela None.
River and in Mahai Dam but no
specific structural facilities is
available.

Horse Trails

Horse trails operated from None.
Rugged Glen – See Table 15.

Visits to cultural
sites

 Some sites are visited by the  New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
public on an ad-hoc basis.
Management
Plan
to
specify
There are no guided visits to
management or development of
these sites. Unmarked
cultural tourism facilities.
routes to sites exist but no
 Sigubudu and Cascades Shelters needs
fixed structures are in place.
to be formalised urgently with a
 Sigubudu and Cascades
management plan.
shelters with dedicated
routes – guided visits with
Amafa accredited
custodians only.

Vehicle Routes
(in Park) - self drive or guided

 Hardened surface – suitable
for sedan vehicles:
 9 km.
 Concrete strip road to
campsite from Boom Gate
(education centre entrance)
– 500 m.
 Gravel surface – suitable for
sedan vehicles:
 300 m.

Conferences

None. Activity not available.

Events

Mont Aux Sources Challenge.

 Generally the roads in the Park are
degrading rapidly. Upgrading and
regular maintenance is necessary.
 Concrete strip road needs to be
upgraded to tar because of heavy
traffic.

None.
None.
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Management

Management facilities not
listed above.
 1 x Conservation manager
residence.
 1 x OiC residence.
 3 x Hospitality Managers’
residences.
 4 x Multi-room staff
accommodation complex
(Thendele, environmental
education centre,
conservation workshops and
at gate).
 Weather station.
 2 x Field ranger outposts
(Lion and Basuto Gate).
 Environmental Education
Centre.
 Sewage Plan.
 Mahai Camp Workshop and
Storerooms.
 Dump Squaredawel for
visiting staff.
 Fishbowl Honorary Officers
Facilities.
 Accommodation
(Plettenberg mobile home)
for cadet rangers.
 Conservation Workshop.
 OiC Office.
 Thendele Camp Workshops.
 Thendele pump house.

Management facilities not listed above.
 Staff
housing
needs
regular
maintenance.
 A need for more staff accommodation
must be addressed.
 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
Facility Development

Old mountain hut on top of Evaluate mountain hut for demolition.
amphitheatre.
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MANAGEMENT UNIT: ROYAL NATAL [3.1 RPK]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
Royal Natal National Park: New Tourism Activities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Provision
of
hotel
type 3.1 RPK – 01:
accommodation to visitors to the Investigate the desirability, feasibility and
Park.
economic viability of developing a new
hotel on the old hotel site and proceed
with development if approved.
Gate house

3.1 RPK – 02:
Establish a stone information centre at the
main gate house complex.

PRIORITY

2

2

Royal Natal: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Upgrade and enlarge entrance gate 3.1 RPK – 03:
control point facility to make it more Plan and develop a more visitor-friendly
visitor-friendly and make it more entrance gate control point facility.
attractive.
Renovate day visitor picnic site 3.1 RPK – 04:
toilets and improve security Repair and renovate day visitor toilet
measures.
blocks and improve building security.
Replace and upgrade water supply
pipeline and purification to this
node. Existing pipeline is not
desirable and prone to frequent
breakages.

3.1 RPK – 05:
Upgrade water supply pipeline and water
purification. Replace existing pipeline
where required.

Upgrade or replace sewage pipeline 3.1 RPK – 06:
from visitor centre to sewerage Upgrade or replace sewage pipeline from
plant as the existing one frequently visitor centre to sewerage plant.
leaks into the river.
Redesign and renovate visitor centre
to allow for a more natural flow of
visitors through the centre and to
improve the aesthetics of the
building.

3.1 RPK – 07:
Redesign and renovate visitor centre to
make it more attractive and allow for an
easier tourist flow. A take-way / coffee
shop facility must also be incorporated.

Telkom and Eskom lines should be
investigated in order to remove
overhead lines – re-positioning lines
may also be an alternative.

3.1 RPK – 08:
Investigate options for re-locating or
placing Telkom and Eskom lines
underground.
Implement
preferred
options.

3

2

1

1

3

2
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Construct a craft centre boma.

3.1 RPK – 09:
Site and construct a craft centre boma for
the sale of local traditional craftwork.

2

Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain trail IMP Table 6.10.1 (Facilities and
network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network.

1

3.1 RPK – 10:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation or
extension projects where necessary.

2

Replace old railings with new 3.1 RPK – 11:
aesthetically
acceptable
and Replace old railings with new aesthetically
practical railings on path to acceptable and practical railings on path to
Cascades.
Cascades.
Remove signage from the old
Cascades trail and install more
permanent measures to stop hikers
taking shortcuts.

3.1 RPK – 12:
Remove signage from the old Cascades
trail and install more permanent measures
to stop hikers taking shortcuts.

Decide on the future of the old 3.1 RPK – 13:
mountain
hut
on
top
of Evaluate options for old mountain hut
amphitheatre.
(including demolition and removal) on top
of amphitheatre.

1

1

3

Camping / Caravan Site
The bridge over the river to the
campsite needs to be raised to allow
for safe crossing during peak flow
periods.

3.1 RPK – 14:
Raise the bridge over the river at the
campsite to allow for safe crossing during
peak flow periods.

3

Upgrading of facilities at the Mahai 3.1 RPK – 15:
campsite and improve the water Plan and implement an upgrade of Mahai
drainage of problematic sites.
campsite facilities and improve the water
drainage of problematic sites.

3

Hutted accommodation
Investigate feasibility of providing a 3.1 RPK – 16:
catering facility at Thendele camp.
Investigate feasibility of providing a self
catering facility at Thendele camp.
Implement, if feasible.

2

Birding
Investigate re-opening (and resiting) vulture restaurant and bird
hide in partnership with hotel at
Witsieshoek.

3.1 RPK – 17:
Investigate re-opening (and re-siting) the
vulture restaurant and bird hide in
partnership with the hotel at Witsieshoek.
Implement, if feasible.

3
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Visits to cultural sites.
Implement
relevant 3.1 RPK - 18:
recommendations
from
new Implement relevant recommendations from
Cultural Heritage Management Plan. new Cultural Heritage Management Plan.

2

Vehicle Routes (self -drive or guided)
Upgrade and regularly maintain road 3.1 RPK – 19:
network.
Plan and implement an upgrade and regular
maintenance of the road network.
3.1 RPK – 20:
The existing concrete strip road must be
upgraded to tar as a result of heavy traffic.

2

2
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Royal Natal: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Repair
and
accommodation.

renovate

staff 3.1 RPK - 21:
Ensure that staff accommodation is on
schedule for renovation. The visual impact
of these units is to be addressed through
with an appropriate colour scheme and
screening with vegetation.

2

Develop new staff accommodation 3.1 RPK– 22:
units related to operational needs.
Analyse the need for more staff
accommodation
within
the
spatial
constraints of the development node as
well as the water and sewage limitations.
Provide a development plan for the
preferred option. IMP management
guidelines must be taken into consideration
and accommodation options outside the
Park need to be explored.

3

Fire Standby Team Accommodation 3.1 CPK – 23:
Facility Development.
To develop a permanent accommodation
facility coupled with the upgrade of current
ablutions to house seasonal fire fighting
staff and standby teams on site to ensure
operational effectiveness during fire season
to ensure compliance with the UDP Fire
Protocol.
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Table 16: Rugged Glen (Including Poccolan and Robinson’s Bush)

RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

MANAGEMENT UNIT: RUGGED GLEN [3.1 RGN]
(INCLUDING POCCOLAN AND ROBINSON’S BUSH)
EXISTING FACILITIES
PRINCIPLES AND FOCUS FOR FUTURE
LINKED TO ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPMENT

Public
entrance
Rugged Glen
Rugged Glen
node  Rugged Glen entrance separate  Information lapa for day visitors and
Access,
from that of RNNP with no
hikers needed at dam.
reception and
controlled access. No entrance  Establish a stone information centre at
recreation.
gate.
the main gate house complex.
 Rugged Glen:
Day visitor
facilities: – parking, drinking
water and dam for fishing.
Reception for campers at RNNP
visitor centre.
 Staffed visitor reception and
information facilities at RNNP
visitor centre.
Poccolan
 Poccolan entrances have no
controlled access points or
physical gates.
 Poccolan: No visitor reception
or visitor centre.

Poccolan
Poccolan: Develop the concept of a
Gateway to KZN, UDP WHS for people
traveling via Sterkfontein – viewpoint and
interpretation formalised.

Day walks,
wilderness
trails and
overnight
hikes along
existing trail
network

 Rugged Glen only: Network of Annually audit and maintain trail network
hiking trails (approx. 10,6 km).
as per IMP Table 6.10.1. (Facilities and
infrastructure)
 Poccolan: 1 to 2 km trail.
 Robinson’s Bush: 5 to 7 km trail.

Trails for
people with
disabilities

None. Activity not available.

None.

Trails with
hutted
accommodati
on

None. Activity not available.

None.

Camping /
caravan site

Rugged Glen Campsite with 15
campsites (10 with electrical plug
points), 1 x ablution block with hot
and cold water.

Upgrade of Rugged Glen campsite
necessary with the addition of a
communal kitchen and wash-up facilities
at boma.
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Hutted
accommodati
on

Poccolan
backpacker
accommodation unit and buildings
(18 beds) – outsourced with
building maintenance.

Poccolan: Evaluate future options for
backpacker accommodation. A more upmarket facility compatible with the
gateway idea needs to be investigated.
Do not renew contract until this option
has been decided on.

Birding

Activity does take place but no
specific facilities are available.

Climbing

Informal - no fixed devices.

Cycling

No specific facilities. Mountain
biking along existing vehicle roads
and tracks only.

None.

Fly-fishing

Activity takes place in dam but no
specific structural facilities are
available. Stocked with Yellowfish.

None.

Horse Trails

Horse Trails (28 horses) at Rugged
Glen.

Undertake a cost-benefit analysis
(including environmental costs) of horse
trails operation.

Visits
to Sites are visited by the public on
cultural sites an ad-hoc basis. There are no
guided visits to these sites.
Unmarked routes to sites exist but
no fixed structures are in place.

New UDP WHS Cultural Heritage
Management
Plan
to
specify
development of any cultural tourism
facilities throughout the Park. It is
unlikely that formal tourist development
of cultural sites in this area will take
place.

Vehicle
 6 km Provincial Road traversing
Routes
(in
Rugged Glen and Poccolan.
Park) - self -  Rugged Glen: Hardened surface
drive
or
– suitable for sedan vehicles: 4
guided
km.
 Rugged Glen: Gravel surface –
suitable for sedan vehicles: 500
m.
 Robinsons Bush: Jeep tracks or
gravel road only suitable for
raised vehicle or 4x4: 500 m.
 Poccolan: Jeep tracks or gravel
road only suitable for raised

Generally the roads are degrading
rapidly.
Upgrading
and
regular
maintenance is necessary.

None.
 None.
 Illegal operation and encroachment
needs to be terminated through legal
action.
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vehicle or 4x4: 1km.
Conferences

None. Activity not available.

None.

Events

None. Activity not available.

None.

Management

Management facilities not listed Management facilities not listed above.
above.
Rugged Glen
 1 X Stables/Office/Staff
accommodation complex.
 1 X OiC residence.
 1 X Office/Workshop complex.
 1 X Shooting Range

Rugged Glen
 Shaded boma area needed at shooting
range.
 Fire Standby Team Accommodation
Facility Development.

Poccolan
None.

Poccolan
None.

MANAGEMENT UNIT: RUGGED GLEN (INCL. POCCOLAN AND ROBINSON’S BUSH) [3.1 RGN]
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
ACTION PROJECTS
PRIORITY
Rugged Glen: New Tourist Activities
General
No new activities envisaged.

None.

Rugged Glen: Tourism Facilities
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Poccolan: Develop the concept of a Gateway to
KZN, UDP WHS for people traveling via
Sterkfontein – viewpoint and interpretation
formalised.

3.1 RGN – 01:
Poccolan:
Plan
and
implement a “Gateway” to
KZN, UDP WHS for people
traveling via Sterkfontein
(viewpoint and formalised
interpretation).

3

Rugged Glen: Construct information lapa for day 3.1 RGN – 02:
visitors and hikers at the dam.
Rugged Glen: Construct
information lapa for day
visitors and hikers at the
dam.

2
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Day walks, wilderness trails and overnight hikes along existing trail network
Annually audit and maintain IMP
Table
6.10.1
(Facilities
and
trail network.
Infrastructure):
Annually audit and maintain trail network.

1

3.1 RGN – 03:
Plan and implement trail rationalisation or
extension projects where necessary.

2

Camping / Caravan Site
Rugged Glen: Campsite with the 3.1 RGN – 04:
addition of a communal kitchen Rugged Glen: Plan and implement upgrade of
and wash-up facilities at boma.
campsite with addition of a communal kitchen
and wash-up facilities at boma.

2

Hutted accommodation
Poccolan: Evaluate and decide 3.1 RGN – 05:
on best future option for Poccolan: Evaluate future options for
backpacker accommodation.
backpacker accommodation unit. (A more upmarket facility compatible with the gateway
idea needs to be investigated.) Plan and
implement preferred option.

3

Horse Trails
Ensure that horse trails are
profitable and not causing
irreparable damage to the
environment.

3.1 RGN – 06:
Undertake a cost-benefit analysis (including
environmental costs) of horse trails operation.
Make a decision on whether to continue with
horse trails or not.

1

Visits to cultural sites
Implement
relevant 3.1 RGN – 07:
recommendations from new Implement relevant recommendations from
Cultural Heritage Management new Cultural Heritage Management Plan.
Plan.

2
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Vehicle Routes (self -drive or guided)
Upgrade and regularly maintain 3.1 RGN – 08:
road network.
Plan and implement an upgrade and regular
maintain road network.

2

Rugged Glen: Management Infrastructure
Public entrance node - Access, reception and recreation
Rugged Glen: Renovate staff 3.1 RGN - 09:
accommodation and stables.
Rugged Glen: Ensure that staff accommodation is
on schedule for renovation. The visual impact of
these units is to be addressed through with an
appropriate colour scheme and screening with
vegetation. Also renovate stable buildings.

2

Rugged Glen: Shaded boma 3.1 RGN - 10:
area needed at shooting range. Rugged Glen: Construct shaded boma area at
shooting range. if this in accordance with the
finalised policy on shooting ranges within the
Park (par.2.2.13)

3

Fire
Standby
Accommodation
Development.

Team 3.1 RGN – 11:
Facility To develop a permanent accommodation facility
coupled with the upgrade of current ablutions to
house seasonal fire fighting staff and standby
teams on site to ensure operational effectiveness
during fire season to ensure compliance with the
UDP Fire Protocol.

2
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Table 17: Summary of CDP related Action Projects applicable to the whole Park.
Table 17 A:

IMP
Reference
Table 6.4.1

List of all Action Projects identified in the IMP that are related to the CDP and applicable
to the whole Park.
Description
 Make inputs into the development of local and district municipality planning documents in an
effort to avoid environmentally harmful land uses in UDP WHS’s buffer zones.
 Liaise with the South African National Roads Agency in determining agreed upon access roads to
UDP WHS that require upgrade and maintenance.
 Submit proposed buffer zone requirements to UNESCO for approval.
 Implement the standard policy to guide responses to development applications in the UDP WHS
buffer area.

Table 6.6.2

 Manage managerial and recreational impacts on the wilderness areas to maintain wilderness
character
 Remove all evidence of the presence of man (e.g. infrastructure).

Table 6.7.1

Review the Cultural Heritage Management Plan for the Park.

Table 6.2.1

 Develop and implement a Park Air Space Policy.
 Develop a joint position statement on air space use over world heritage sites with iSimangaliso
Wetland Park
 Formalise relations and operating rules for military and police use of air space, as well as for
stock theft pursuit.

Table 6.5.1

Develop and implement a Park Tourism plan including strategies to address the following:
 Branding and marketing
 Linkages with other bioregional tourist initiatives
 Income generation opportunities
 Legislative and zonation constraints of new developments and activities
 Implement a phased programme for replacing signage with the standardised formats.
 Implement a phased programme to retrofit all resort infrastructure with energy efficient
technology.
 Develop a detailed project proposal and costing for establishment of a world class trekking route.

Table 6.9.1

Investigate the potential in or near the Park for the development of permanent research facility in
the South.

Table 6.10.1

 Develop and implement a schedule maintenance programme to maintain facilities and
infrastructure in a condition that meets relevant environmental, health and safety requirements.
 Maintain roads, tracks and paths according to standards that ensure safety and avoid
environmental harm such as erosion.
 Undertake regular assessments of the condition of roads, 4x4 tracks and specifically paths to
determine and implement scheduled maintenance needs.
 Where service infrastructure, including that for water supply, electricity and sewerage is causing
environmental harm, ensure proper maintenance is being undertaken and if necessary, upgrade
infrastructure or modify practices to address this.
 Develop an integrated waste management plan for the Park.
 Develop, install and maintain effective standardised solid waste receptacles for the Park that is
animal proof.
 All sewage systems in the Park must be investigated for legal compliance and a phased
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programme to upgrade existing systems and septic tank/French drain systems must be
implemented.
 Develop a phased programme to install standardized (reliable and tested) water- and energysaving devices throughout the Park.
 Conduct an assessment of all landfill sites and implement a rehabilitation programme.
 Assessment of all redundant infrastructure in the Park.

Table 17 (B): List of all Action Projects identified in this CDP that are applicable to the whole Park.
CDP Par.
Reference
Number
2.1

Description
Develop a long-term Park personnel accommodation policy.

2.2

Identify sites at relevant Park management units (in or outside Park) where temporary workers
can be accommodated while working on specific projects. These sites must be strictly managed
to minimise negative impacts on the Park.

2.3

Formulate a Park policy that will ensure that the necessary services and facilities for people with
disabilities are taken into account when new tourist facilities are developed or when existing
tourist facilities are upgraded or renovated. Information on these Park facilities for people with
disabilities must also be easily accessible to tourists.

2.4

Motivate and lobby on an ongoing basis for the upgrading of the secondary public roads to the
Park through the appropriate channels and in partnership with the relevant authorities and
stakeholders.

2.5

Develop a long-term Park infrastructure maintenance strategy that will address:
 Rationalisation of infrastructure and the demolition and removal of unnecessary, defunct,
incorrectly placed or economically unviable infrastructure.
 Improve standards and efficiency of local minor maintenance work.
 The inclusion of all Park infrastructure is placed on a regular maintenance schedule.
 The full evaluation of long-term additional maintenance cost implications in authorisations
of any new or upgraded infrastructure.

2.6

Investigate the Park hiking trail network with a view to closing down sections that are seldom
used or pose an ecological threat. Options may include the re-alignment or extension of sections
of trail, but trails that are identified for closure must be rehabilitated. Once this has been
completed, produce a new and more accurate hiking trail map for the Park.

2.7

Assess all overhead lines and cable structures in the Park for i) visual impact, (ii) potential for
bird collision and electrocution, (iii) any other negative impact. Provide management guidelines
to mitigate these impacts and a phased implementation program. At the same time provide
management guidelines for assessing proposals for new line applications.

2.8

Implement phased installation of Visitor information lapas at each relevant management unit.

2.9

Infrastructural requirements identified and approved in the development of a Park Security
Strategy must be incorporated in the CDP.

2.10

Investigate the feasibility to develop a central shooting range for use by the UDP WHS staff that
will facilitate compliance and minimize the security risk of transferring fire arms.
In collaboration with the Mountain Club of South Africa a modus operandi will be developed to
implement no climbing areas/periods to protect cliff-nesting birds from disturbance during their
breeding periods. This will also be reviewed and updated annually in collaboration with the
Mountain Club of South Africa.

2.11
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2.12

Convene a Park Management Committee meeting annually between 10 and 20 November to
monitor and evaluate CDP progress, plan and, if necessary, re-prioritise management activities
for the next year.
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APPENDIX 1

uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site
(Extract from Integrated Management Plan)

Vision:
A World Heritage Site that protects the Outstanding Universal Values and is supported by the
people of Southern Africa.
Mission:
A World Heritage Site that maintains the biodiversity and cultural values representative of the
mountain grassland landscape, enjoys support from the people of Southern Africa, and
contributes significantly to the socio-economic development of the region through eco-cultural
tourism, provision of ecosystem services and the provision of sustained benefits to the people.
Objectives:











Comply with and enforce legislation pertaining to the protection, development and
management of the Park.
Maintain effective linkages with affected communities and other stakeholders in order to
ensure collaborative management.
Protect the Park values from activities, processes or land uses outside of its boundaries,
which may threaten it, through an established buffer zone which is accepted by the
broader communities and stakeholders.
Respect and give access to the Park’s biodiversity, cultural and wilderness values in order
to sustainably capitalize on the tourism potential for the Park and its surrounding areas.
Conserve the full range of biodiversity in the Park including the natural processes that
maintain it.
Promote the conservation management and public appreciation of all cultural and
heritage resources within the Park in accordance with statutory regulations. Create
awareness, understanding and appreciation of the Park’s natural, cultural and Wilderness
values.
Facilitate adaptive management through the assessment of management interventions
and the provision of information for achieving the objectives of the Park.
Provide adequate human resources, equipment and funding to enable the effective
protection, development and management of UDP WHS.
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APPENDIX 2

ZONATION SYSTEM FOR UKHAHLAMBA DRAKENSBERG PARK WORLD HERITAGE
SITE. (SEE IMP FOR DETAILED ZONATION PLAN)
Zone

Description

Key Feature
Protection Overlay

 An area that is vulnerable or scientifically important

Wilderness

 Areas with an intrinsic wild appearance and character,

where specific additional controls are imposed in order
to prevent undesirable impacts.
 This zone overlay other zones instituting site specific rules
and regulations in addition to the restrictions of the
underlying zone.
which is undeveloped, without roads, permanent
improvements or human habitation.
 Wilderness is graded from pristine to primitive to semiprimitive based on the visual and audible evidence of
human presence.

Low Use Zone

 An area where the ecotourism principles of low human

impact will prevail.
 This area is characterised by facilities of a rustic nature
such as overnight hiking huts.
 Motorised access is low key and there are limited
management roads and tracks.
Moderate Use Zone

 This is also an area in which the ecotourism principles

of low human impact will prevail, but higher levels of
usage are permitted.
 This area includes the main tourism road network,
including access and game viewing roads.
 Infrastructure is accessible by motorised access in this
area.
Tourism
Development Node

 This is a node within the moderate use zone, which

Park Administrative
Node

 This is a node within the moderate use zone, which

Protected Area
Buffer Zone

 Demarcated area in proximity to the World Heritage

includes commercial tourism developments such as
lodges, picnic and camping sites.
includes facilities for staff accommodation,
administrative offices and operational infrastructure.
Site of high biodiversity, cultural heritage, water and
landscape importance where ownership is vested with
private bodies or indirectly local user communities and
where land management rights vest in public rather
than exclusively conservation specific agencies and
where land management is approached as a
partnership between conservation authority and those
with user rights. (Adapted from the report:
Specifications and methodology for the establishment
of the Buffer Zone to the uKhahlamba Drakensberg
Park World Heritage Site (Forster 2007)
 This is outside of a protected area, where actions and
agreements are taken to protect its integrity.
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 It is an area in which the protected area managers work

collaboratively with neighbours and municipalities to
try to ensure land uses that are compatible with the
protected area.
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Map 1
Zonation of the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site
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Map 2
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Map 3
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Map 4
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Map 5
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Map 6
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